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ABSTRACT
Development of metallic components with desired properties for the new
generation of applications requires precise design of grain structure. One of the most
effective techniques for manipulating grain structure is by controlling the recrystallization
process. Although recrystallization has been studied for many years, its proper and fast
quantification is still a challenge. This work develops a new image analysis technique for
quantification of recrystallization, as an alternative to intensive and expensive electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis. The image analysis program run on an optical
micrograph, detect recrystallized regions and report: fraction recrystallized, average grain
size and distribution. To examine the accuracy of the program algorithm, the technique
has been implemented on AA5052 aluminum alloy annealed to various extents. The
image analysis results were compared with the quantified results obtained through
Tensile and Microhardness tests. The results show good quantitative agreement between
the model calculations and the results from the experimental tests.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Aluminum is one of the most widely used metals. Its applications span from
everyday items like smartphones, vehicles, and soda cans as well as in many industrial
equipment. Aluminum is highly popular metal of choice because of its light weight,
relatively strong structure, corrosion resistance and flexibility of processing techniques as
well as its ability to be recycled indefinitely with no loss in quality.
The properties of metals and alloys are highly influenced by their microstructure
which may be modified or altered by alloying elements, by heating or heat treatment or by
plastic deformation. Understanding how the microstructure changes affect the mechanical
and physical properties of the aluminum alloys is very important and it has been widely
studied throughout the years. Some of the microstructure changes that can affect the
materials properties are dislocation density, grain size, and grain boundaries. Thus,
manufacturing aluminum alloys with desired properties for new applications requires
precise design of grain structure. One of the most effective techniques for manipulating
grain structure is controlling recrystallization process. Therefore, being able to analyze the
grain structure and quantify recrystallized volume fraction serves as a quality control tool
that ensures materials are manufactured to specification and are fit for purpose. Developing
a fast and accurate method to quantified recrystallization is highly important in industry.
There are several available methods to study recrystallization including transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD), hardness measurement and XRD. Some of these characterization
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techniques are expensive and time consuming which restricts the efficient use of these
methods for the study of recrystallization.
This research intents to create an image analysis program using MATLAB to quantify
recrystallized regions in micrographs obtained through SEM and optical microscopy. The
image analysis is run on micrographs of aluminum samples with various grain structures
and levels of recrystallization. Such samples are prepared through controlled annealing of
deformed aluminum sheets. The image analysis program will detect the grain and grains
boundaries of the aluminum sample and approximates the recrystallized fraction by
analyzing the aspect ratio of the grains. Grain structure and recrystallized fraction of the
same aluminum samples are examined through micro-hardness measurements, tensile test
and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in order to compare the values obtained by
image analysis and validate the results.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In many applications, such as aircraft construction, chassis formation of automobiles,
and or manufacturing of medical devices, metals and alloys go through various cold
working operations e.g. squeezing, bending, shearing and drawing. These deformation
processes are done in order to change the metal shape or to change the materials properties.
During these deformation processes, the microstructure of the material is altered and a
thermodynamically unstable microstructure containing lattice defects (vacancies and
dislocations) and interfaces (sub-grain and grain boundaries) is produced [1]. Often times,
when cold working operations are used for the sole purpose of shaping metals, undesirable
microstructural changes that affect the materials properties such as ductility, corrosion
resistance or electrical resistivity can arise. However, many of the mechanical properties
can be changed by altering the microstructure of a material through heat treatments such
as annealing. During annealing the material goes through different stages mainly recovery,
recrystallization and grain growth, which alters its microstructure to a thermodynamically
stable one. In order to acquire the desire material’s properties, it is necessary to closely
monitor and predict the microstructural transformation during the annealing process.

2.1 Recrystallization and Related Annealing Phenomena
When a material is plastically deformed through cold rolling, forging or bending
99 % of the mechanical energy utilized is converted into heat and about 1 % is retained in
the material in the form of dislocations [2]. The increase in dislocation density is due to
continued trapping of newly created mobile dislocations by existing dislocations. As a
result of the increase in dislocation density, the free energy is increased making the material
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thermodynamically unstable. A schematically representation of the deformed grain can be
observed in Figure 2-1 [3]. Once the material is subsequently heated to a high temperature
(annealed), thermally activated processes, i.e., climb of edge dislocations and cross slip of
screw dislocations, become active and provide mechanisms whereby the defects may be
removed or arranged in configurations of lower energy [3-5] This initial annealing process
is referred as recovery. Recovery occurs by the annihilation of point defects and dislocation
dipoles, together with the rearrangement of like dislocation and the formation of special
dislocation patterns, i.e., networks of low-angle grain boundaries, also referred to as
polygonization which lowers the lattice strain energy caused by cold working [4]. The
microstructural changes during recovery are relatively homogeneous and do not usually
affect the boundaries between the deformed grains. These microstructural changes are
shown schematically in Figure 2-1b. Recovery generally involves only a partial restoration
of properties because the dislocation density is not changed. Usually, the restoration of a
mechanical property such as hardness or yield strength to its fully annealed value is only
about one-fifth completed during recovery [2]. As the deformed material is continuously
heated above a certain temperature a further restoration process called recrystallization
occurs (Figure 2-1c). The recrystallization process, which occurs at the cell boundaries of
the polygonized structure, is normally described in terms of nucleation and growth stages.
The nucleation stage is the initial stage, during which dislocation-free grains form. The
growth stage is the following stage, during which grain boundaries migrate through the
deformation structure and consume the cold-worked matrix (Figure 2-1d). The growth is
accomplished by the migration of high-angle grain boundaries. The recrystallization
process is complete when the entire deformed volume has disappeared [2, 7]. The
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recrystallization process leads to significant changes in both the metals’ microstructures
and mechanical properties. There is usually a decrease in strength and hardness and a
corresponding increase in ductility during recrystallization. At the recrystallization stage
the material is still thermodynamically metastable even though the cold-worked grains
have been consumed by the new strain-free grain. This instability is due to the material still
contains grain boundaries. Upon further annealing grain growth may occurs in which the
smaller grains are eliminated, the larger grains grow, and the grain boundaries assume a
lower energy configuration (Figure 2-1e). In certain circumstances this normal grain
growth may give way to the selective growth of a few large grains (Figure 2-1f), a process
known as abnormal grain growth or secondary recrystallization [3].
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Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram of the main annealing processes; (a) Deformed state, (b) Recovered, (c) Partially
recrystallized, (d) Fully recrystallized, (e) Grain growth and (f) Abnormal grain growth (Reproduced from [3],
with the permission of Elsevier).

2.2 Measurement of recrystallization
In the study of recrystallization, it is important to determine the fraction of
recrystallized material and the grain size as accurately as possible. There are several
techniques used to quantify recrystallization. Such techniques include optical microscopy,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD), calorimetry, hardness measurements and electrical
resistivity measurements.
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2.2.1

Optical microscopy

One of the simplest, inexpensive and easily accessible methods of microstructure
observations is optical microscopy. Because of its simplicity in preparing the samples
optical microscopy is usually the first method employed to examine an annealed material
to characterized recrystallization as compared to TEM or SEM. Optical microscopy has a
spatial resolution of ~0.5 µm and can be used to examine large areas, however due to its
lower spatial resolution as compared to TEM or SEM, optical microscopy is mainly used
for the study of the later stages of recrystallization when new grains have grown [5] .
In order to quantify recrystallization behavior of a deformed metal the standard
sample preparation procedure of mounting, mechanical grinding, polishing and etching are
used to reveal the grain structure of the specimen. Micrographs are taken of randomly
selected areas and the fraction recrystallized or grain size of specimen can be calculated.
However, on some materials such as aluminum alloys like those containing Mn, the
conventional etchant process is not sufficient to satisfactorily reveal the grain structure.
The best resolution of individual grains is achieved by an anodizing treatment in a
fluroboric acid electrolyte along with polarized light microscope [1]. During anodizing, an
oxide film is formed on the surface of the polished specimen. Each individual grain will
have a different oxide film thickness depending on the grain’s crystallographic orientation.
When plane polarized light is incident on such an oxide film, it undergoes double reflection,
which introduces some ellipticity. The analyzer cannot remove such light completely and
some of it will be transmitted. This gives rise to grains with various shades of black gray
or white depending on the different orientations [5]. Furthermore, when the specimen is
rotated each grain will extinguish (i.e. transmit no light) four times per complete revolution.
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The visual contrast is enhanced by use of a sensitive-tint plate, which causes grains of
different orientations to appear in different colors [6].
Once the grain structure is revealed by standard method or with polarized light
microscopy, the fraction recrystallized can be calculated. The standard methods of
quantitative metallography used for measuring recrystallized fraction include areal analysis,
lineal analysis and point counting. The latter is the most efficient and therefore it is the
technique usually employed [7]. Before calculating the fraction recrystallized with the use
of the point counting method, the grains on the image or macrograph must be designated
as recrystallized or unrecrystallized grains. Some of the criteria used to determine whether
a grain is recrystallized include grain size and shape. Grains with an area considerably
smaller (<10%) than the original deformed average grains can be taken to be potentially
recrystallized grains. Polygonal grains with sharp triple points and straight boundary edges
can also represent potentially recrystallized grains. The unrecrystallized grain as compared
to recrystallized grains are more elongated and positioned along the grain boundaries of
equiaxed grains. Grains with low aspect ratio can also be potential recrystallized grains [8].
2.2.1.1

Fraction recrystallized

Once recrystallized grains are distinguished the Point counting method is used to
calculate the volume fraction recrystallized. The ASTM E562 Point counting is done by
placing a clear plastic test grid or eyepiece reticle consisting of a speciﬁed number of
equally spaced points formed by the intersection of very thin lines superimposed over the
image produced by a light microscope, scanning electron microscope, or micrograph. The
number of test points falling within phase of interest Pi are counted. Points lying on the
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particle or phase boundary are counted as one-half. Generally, a measure of 10 or more
fields are measured and the point fraction PP is calculated as follows

𝑃𝑃 =

Σ𝑃𝑖 Σ𝑃𝑖
=
𝑃𝑇
𝑛𝑃0

(2-1)

where n is the number of fields, P0 is the number of grid points and PT is equal to nP0, the
total number of test points. The volume fraction recrystallized Xv can be expressed as Xv=Pp.
This method is applicable only to bulk opaque planar sections viewed with reﬂected light
or electrons [9]. The confidence limits σ for the relative error are determined using the
following expression [10]
𝜎 2 1 − 𝑋𝑣
( ) =
𝑋𝑣
𝑛𝑟

(2-2)

where Xv is the volume fraction recrystallized and nr the number of points in the
recrystallized grains. The parameters of the recrystallized structure are measured only
when 0.1 ≤ Xv ≤ 0.9. For volume fraction below 0.1, too many counts would have to be
made in order to obtain a reasonable accuracy, whereas above 0.9 it becomes too difficult
to recognize the recrystallized grains from the deformed grains [7].
2.2.1.2

Grain size

Determination of the grain size of a polycrystalline material is of high importance
due to the influence of grain size on properties and behavior of materials. Optical
Microscopy can also be used to measure the recrystallized grain sizes. The three methods
to measure average grain size include the comparison procedure, the planimetric (or
Jeffries) procedure, and the intercept procedure [11].
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2.2.1.2.1

Comparison Method

The comparison method is the simplest method to determining grain size it involves
comparing a projected image or a micrograph of a representative field of the test specimen
with a series of graded images, either in the form of a wall chart, clear plastic overlays, or
an eyepiece reticle, and selecting the micrograph which most nearly matches the image of
the test specimen, or interpolating between two standards. Figure 2-2 shows an example of
a reticle used for comparison. The comparison procedure applies to completely
recrystallized or cast materials with equiaxed grains [12].

Figure 2-2: Untwinned Grain Reticle (1-8) use with a 10x objective [13] . Reproduced without permission.

2.2.1.2.2

Planimetric method

The planimetric method can be used to measure the number of grains per unit area
on the sectioning plane that is directly related to the ASTM grain size number scale. In the
planimetric method a circle or rectangle of known area typically 79.8mm in diameter
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(5000mm2) is drawn on the image on the ground glass screen or micrograph. The
magnification is adjusted such that at least 50 grains are enclosed. Figure 2-3 shows an
example of a circle used for the planimetric method.

Figure 2-3: Example of grain size measurement using the planimetric method. The numbers of grain completely
inside the circle are counted and the grains intersected by the circumference are counted as one half
(Reproduced from [11], with the permission of ASM International).

When the image is focused properly, the number of grains within the known area
is counted. A count is made of the number of grains completely within the known area, n1
and one half the number of grains intersected by the circumference of the area, n2/2. The
total gives the number of equivalent whole grains, measured at the magnification used,
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within the area. This number is then multiplied by the Jeffries’s factor, f, for magnification
used to obtain an estimate of the number of grains per square millimeter at magnification
1X [11].
𝑛2
)
2

𝑁𝐴 = 𝑓(𝑛1 +

(2-3)

where NA is the number of grains per square millimeter at magnification 1X. The value of
f for any magnification, i.e. M, can be found by use of the following equation

𝑓=

𝑀2
5000

(2-4)

The average grain area 𝐴̅ is obtained by using the following equation
𝐴̅(𝑚𝑚2 ) =

1
𝑁𝐴

(2-5)

The mean grain diameter 𝑑̅ is obtained as follows
𝑑̅(𝑚𝑚) = (𝐴̅)1/2 =

1
(𝑁𝐴 )1/2

(2-6)

The ASTM grain size number G can be calculated from NA using the following relationship

𝐺=

log 𝑁𝐴
− 2.95
[log 2]

(2-7)

When the grain shape is not equiaxed but elongated due to extreme cold work, grain size
measurements should be made on the three principal planes: the transverse, longitudinal,
and planar (rolling plane surface) surfaces with respect to the deformation direction. The
number of grains per cubic millimeter NV at 1X is determined from the following equation
𝑁𝑉 = 0.8(𝑁𝐴,𝑡 𝑁𝐴,𝑙 𝑁𝐴,𝑝 )1/2
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(2-8)

where 𝑁𝐴,𝑡 , 𝑁𝐴,𝑙 , and 𝑁𝐴,𝑝 are the longitudinal, transverse and planar oriented surfaces
respectively. The ASTM grain size can be calculated using the following equation
𝐺 = [2.14 log 𝑁𝑉 ] − 2.74

(2-9)

̅𝐴 can be calculated as follows
Alternatively, the mean number of grains per unit area, 𝑁
̅𝐴 = (𝑁𝐴,𝑡 𝑁𝐴,𝑙 𝑁𝐴,𝑝 )1/3
𝑁
2.2.1.2.3

(2-10)

The Heyn intercept method

The intercept method is simpler and faster method than the Planimetric. The
average grain size is estimated by counting the number of grains intercepted by one or more
straight lines or number of intersections. An intercept is a segment of test line overlaying
one grain while an intersection is a point where a test line is cut by a grain boundary. The
line length chosen should sufficiently long to yield from 50 to 150 intercepts. When
counting intercepts, segments at the end of a test line that penetrate into a grain are scored
as half intercepts. When counting intersections, the end points of a test line are not
intersections and are not counted except when the end appears to exactly touch a grain
boundary, when 1⁄2 intersection should be scored [12]. The number of intercepts per unit
length of test line, NL, and the number of grain boundary intersections per unit length of
test line, PL, can be calculated using the following equations
𝑁𝐿 = 𝐿

𝑁
𝑇 /𝑀

and 𝑃𝐿 = 𝐿

𝑃
𝑇 /𝑀

(2-11)

where N and P are the number of intercepts or intersections counted on the field, 𝐿𝑇 is the
total line length, and M is the magnification. The mean intercept length 𝐿̅ is given by
𝐿̅ =

1
1
=
𝑁𝐿 𝑃𝐿
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(2-12)

The average values of n determinations of NL, PL or 𝐿̅ is used to determine the
microscopically measured ASTM grain size using
𝐺 = (6.643856 log 𝑁𝐿 ) − 3.288

(2-13)

𝐺 = (6.643856 log 𝑃𝐿 ) − 3.288

(2-14)

𝐺 = (−6.643856 log 𝐿3 ) − 3.288

(2-15)

where NL, and PL are in mm-1 and L is in mm. Similar to the planimetric method, to evaluate
nonequiaxed grains, measurements can be made on each of the three principal test planes
or randomly placed test lines on each of the three principal test planes.
̅𝐿 = (𝑁𝐿,𝑡 𝑁𝐿,𝑙 𝑁𝐿,𝑝 )1/3
𝑁

(2-16)

Then NL is used to calculate 𝐿̅ from Equation (2-12) and the ASTM grain size is
calculated from Equation (2-13) through Equation (2-15).
2.2.2

Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscope can be used to study the recovery and the early
stages of recrystallization due to its high spatial resolution [3]. Once an image has been
obtained, a similar procedure to Optical Microscopy for quantifying recrystallization and
grain size are followed. However, specimen preparation is the major limitation of the TEM.
Specimens must be transparent to electrons, consequently they have to be extremely thin.
An aluminum specimen may be less than 1µm while a steel sample would have to be 300
to 400 nm to be equally transparent to 100 keV electrons [14]. Furthermore, only a very
small segment of the specimen is examined at any one time which makes quantitative
analysis difficult. Thus, TEM should be used in conjunction with other methods such as
optical microscopy to obtained accurate results.
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2.2.3

Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an important tool to quantify
recrystallization. The method for calculating fraction recrystallized and grains size is very
similar to that of optical microscopy. SEM main advantage is that its spatial resolution is
higher than that of optical microscopy and for this reason SEM is more suitable for the
early stages of recrystallization, when there are only a few recrystallized nuclei of very
small size [1]. Furthermore, SEM can examine large areas in the specimen as compared to
TEM.
2.2.4

Electron backscatter diffraction

Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) is based on the acquisition of
diffraction patterns from bulk samples in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). When
a focused electron beam hits the surface of a tilted crystalline sample, a backscatter pattern
is generated, from which crystallographic orientation can be determined. Orientation maps
can be obtained by an automatically controlled system, involving controlled movement of
the stage or the beam, acquisition of diffraction patterns and indexing of the patterns [15].
Figure 2-4 shows a schematic representation of the EBSD components [3]. Although EBSD
is considered one of the most accurate technique for quantifying the percent recrystallized,
there are rather few cases when such a time-consuming and expensive method is justified
for day-to-day analysis.
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Figure 2-4: Schematic diagram of a typical EBSD installation in a SEM (Reproduced from [3] with the
permission of Elsevier).

2.2.4.1

Point counting

Similarly to optical microscopy one method to quantify recrystallized regions
through EBSD is by point counting technique. In order to implement the point counting
technique to calculate recrystallization fraction a method to accurately separate the
deformed and recrystallized phases is required. One method to distinguish between
recrystallized and unrecrystallized grains is based on the clearness and sharpness of
indexed Kikuchi patterns, which are known to be very sensitive to lattice microstrains. [16].
Due to the substantial numbers of defects such as dislocations in the deformed region an
analysis pattern cannot be obtained from the deformed region. Thus, the quality (sharpness
or contrast) of the diffraction pattern will be different for recrystallized and nonrecrystallized regions [17]. Once isolation of recrystallized and deformed grains is
completed a point counting technique is used to calculate recrystallization fraction.
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2.2.4.2

Areal analysis

The recrystallized fraction may be obtained from analysis of EBSD maps if the
microstructures and EBSD resolution are such that it is possible to characterize the cell or
subgrain boundaries [18]. Areal analysis is a slower technique compared to point counting
method but it is useful for characterizing recrystallization during the early stages. The
recrystallized regions can be separated from the deformed regions on the basis of predefined size, pattern quality, size and boundary character criteria and although very
detailed measurements may be made in this way, this technique is extremely timeconsuming which makes it hard to be justified [3].
2.2.4.3

Lineal analysis

Automatic orientation imaging microscopy can be used to distinguishing between
recrystallized and non-recrystallized grains. During recrystallization the fraction of
boundaries with high-angle misorientation increases thus it can be assumed that the region
between two adjacent boundaries that are high angle is a recrystallized grain [3]. The highangle grain boundary percentage, HAGB%, may be obtained either from line scans or from
line analysis of area maps. The fractional change in the HAGB% during annealing can be
used to measure the volume fraction recrystallized Xv

𝑋𝑣 =

𝐻𝐴𝐺𝐵𝑇 − 𝐻𝐴𝐺𝐵𝑆
𝐻𝐴𝐺𝐵𝐹 − 𝐻𝐴𝐺𝐵𝑆

(2-17)

Where 𝐻𝐴𝐺𝐵𝑆 is the fraction of HAGB prior to recrystallization, HAGBF the fraction of
HAGB after complete recrystallization, and HAGBT the fraction of HAGB after annealing
at temperature T [17].
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2.2.5

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measures the amount of energy absorbed
or released by a sample (heat flow) as it is heated, cooled, or held at a constant (isothermal)
temperature [19]. During annealing the free energy associated with the cold work is
released, thus DSC can detect those changes of energy and relate it to the degree of
recrystallization.

In the DSC curves recrystallization and its associated release of

plastically stored energy when dislocations disappear is represented as an exothermic peak
[19]. However reliable calorimetric measurements of recrystallization can only be made
on materials in which no phase transformations such as precipitation occur over the
temperature range of the experiment because the deformed material only contains a small
amount of stored energy and having a material which precipitates will produce different
peak in the DSC curves which would make it difficult to select the correct peaks that are
result of recrystallization alone [3] .
In calorimetric measurements, two basics methods can be used: isothermal and nonisothermal conditions. In the isothermal method, the sample is brought quickly to a
temperature above the materials recrystallization temperature and the heat evolved during
annealing process is recorded as a function of time. In non-isothermal method the sample
is heated at a fixed rate and the heat evolved is again recorded as a function of temperature
or time [20]. For the isothermal method the volume fraction recrystallized can be directly
calculated from the isothermal DSC curves (exothermic heat flow vs annealing time) by
integrating the exothermic peaks [22, 23]. The fraction recrystallized at time t is obtained
from
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𝑋𝑣 =

𝐴(𝑡)
𝐴
𝑡

𝐴(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑑𝑡∆𝐶𝑝

(2-18)
(2-19)

𝑡𝑖

Where A(t) is the area under the DSC curve from the time at which the reaction starts ti, up
to time t and Cp is the heat evolved during the reaction [19].
The kinetics of recrystallization of an isothermal process can be represented in a
mathematical form by using the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA) theoretical model [21].
The JMA relationship is given as
𝑋𝑣 = 1 − exp[−(𝑘𝑡)𝑛 ]

(2-20)

Where Xv is the recrystallized volume fraction at any time t, n is the Avrami exponent
which reflects the characteristics of nucleation and growth process, k is a rate constant
which is a function of the temperature and depends on the nucleation rate and on the speed
of growth of the crystallites. The values of k and n can be calculated using the relationship

ln {ln [

1
]} = 𝑛 ln 𝑘 + 𝑛 ln 𝑡
1 − 𝑋𝑣

(2-21)

The Avrami exponent n is calculated from the slope of this linear expression and the
reaction rate constant k is calculated from Equation (2-21). Once the values of the JMA
exponents n and parameter k are found the recrystallized volume fraction Xv at different
temperatures can be calculated from Equation (2-20).
2.2.6

Microhardness indentation

For most aluminum alloys exhibiting discontinuous recrystallization the hardness
decreases dramatically during recrystallization [22]. The recrystallized grains are softer
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than the deformed grains and hence the hardness is a strong function of the degree of
recrystallization. The softening fraction R, is estimated from the variation in the hardness
with annealing time by

𝑅=

𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐻𝑉𝑖
𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑋

(2-22)

Where HVmax is the maximum microhardness corresponding to deformed sample (t=0),
HVRx is microhardness corresponding to fully recrystallized sample and HVi is the
measured microhardness after a given annealing time. Equation (2-22) includes the
contributions to the overall decrease in microhardness from recovery as well as
recrystallization process. The separation of the effects associated with concurrent recovery
and recrystallization is required for the determination of recrystallization kinetics from
hardness measurements. The hardness value is proportional to the flow stress of the
material, which is strongly dependent on the dislocation density. Assuming that the
isothermal recovery kinetics follow a logarithmic decay relationship, the effect of recovery
can be estimated from the relationship [11, 26]
𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑉 = 𝐴 − 𝐵 ln 𝑡

(2-23)

where 𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑉 is hardness of an annealed sample if only recovery takes place, A = H 1 the
hardness at 1 second annealing time and B is the slope of a straight line in plot of
softening fraction, R, Equation (2-22) vs ln t [8]. If the measured hardness, HV, of the
partially recrystallized materials follows the rule of mixtures it holds that
𝐻𝑉𝑖 = (1 − 𝑋𝑣 )𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑉 + 𝑋𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑋

(2-24)

where X is the volume fraction of recrystallized grains. Assuming that the kinetics of
concurrent recovery follow a straight line when recrystallization starts, by substituting
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Equation (2-22) into Equation (2-24), the recrystallization fraction excluding prior and
concurrent recovery can be obtained [22].
𝑋𝑣 =

2.2.7

𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑉 − 𝐻𝑉𝑖
𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑉 − 𝐻𝑉𝑅𝑋

(2-25)

Electrical resistivity

The electrical resistivity of a metal is a property which is sensitive to changes of
structure brought about by cold working thus after recovery and recrystallization the
electrical conductivity can be increase back to the pre-cold work level. This is because
excess vacancies and interstitials anneal out during the heat treatment giving a rise in
electrical conductivity. Therefore, electrical resistivity can be used as an indirect method
to quantify recrystallization. The resistance of the sample can be calculated as

𝑅=

𝑉
𝐼

(2-26)

where V is the potential drop across the sample, R is the resistance, and I is the current
flowing through the circuit. Thus, the resistivity of the sample can be calculated as

𝜌=

𝑅𝐴
𝑙

(2-27)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the sample, ρ is the resistivity of the sample and l is
the length between potential electrodes. The fraction recrystallized, Xv, at any given time
during the recrystallization process is calculated as follows

𝑋𝑣 =

Where

𝜌(𝜏0 ) − 𝜌(𝜏)
𝜌(𝜏0 ) − 𝜌(𝜏∞ )

(2-28)

𝜌(𝜏0 ) is the initial resistivity at time zero, 𝜌(𝜏∞ ) is the resistivity once

recrystallization is complete and 𝜌(𝜏) is the resistivity at a given time 𝜏.
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CHAPTER 3.

SCOPES AND OBJECTIVES

The present project aims to develop an image analysis technique for quantification of
recrystallization, as an alternative to intensive and expensive EBSD analysis. The image
analysis program run on a SEM micrograph, detect recrystallized regions and report:
fraction recrystallized, average grain size and distribution. Quantification of
recrystallization is achieved through the image analysis program by detecting and
analyzing grain boundaries in the micrographs. When grain boundary detection results
obtained through the image analysis program does not produces adequate results that can
be evaluated, the grain boundary detection is done manually instead. For this present work
all images evaluated had their grain boundaries highlighted manually. For validation, the
technique has been implemented on AA5052 aluminum alloy annealed to various extents.
The image analysis results are compared with the quantified results of DSC, Tensile and
Microhardness tests.
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CHAPTER 4.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

4.1 Material
The chemical composition of the as-received cold rolled aluminum alloy AA5052
sheets used in this study are listed in Table 4-1. The Aluminum alloy sheets were supplied
by ThyssenKrupp Materials NA. Inc. The as received aluminum sheets were cut out into:
small square coupons of approximately 10 x10 mm, small disk 5 mm diameter, and dog
bone shape, for used in the microhardness test, DSC testing and tensile tests respectively.
Table 4-1: Chemical composition of AA5052 alloy (in wt. %)

Sheet
Alloy

Al

Cu

Mg

Si

Fe

Mn

Zn

Ti

Cr

0.08 in

AA5052

95.91

0.03

2.40

0.14

0.25

0.06

0.00

0.01

0.17

0.040 in

AA5052

96.96

0.03

2.42

0.15

0.26

0.01

0.00

0.01

.16

Thickness

4.2 Annealing Process
The small square coupon and tensile test samples underwent different heat treatment
conditions to produce samples that have a partially and fully recrystallized microstructure.
The heat treatment process consisted of annealing the aluminum samples at a heating rate
of 20°C/min from room temperature to different annealing temperatures ranging from 250350 °C. The samples were heated using a tube furnace and underwent various isothermal
hold time. Table 4-2 shows the annealed temperatures and the isothermal hold time the
samples were annealed. After the annealed samples were heat treated for their required
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time, the samples were removed from the furnace and allowed to cool down to room
temperature.
Table 4-2: Heat treatment conditions for AA5052

Annealing
Temperature (°C)
250
250
250
300
300
300
300
300
350
350
350

Holding time (hrs.)
2
8
24
1
3
4
6
8
0.5
2
4

4.3 Microhardness Measurement
After the samples were heat treated to the various annealed conditions, the samples’
surface was progressively ground to 600 grit finish and then polished to 1 µm in order to
reduce surface roughness. The microhardness measurements were performed using a Leco
LM-248 microhardness tester. The microhardness of each specimen was determined, using
500 gf load and 10 s loading time. A minimum of seven measurements were taken for each
sample to obtain the average hardness of each sample.

4.4 Tensile Test
The aluminum alloy AA5052 sheet was cut out into dog-bone shape samples using
a Wire EDM machine with the dimension shown in Figure 4-1. The tensile samples were
then heat treated to the specified temperature and isothermal hold times mentioned in Table
4-2. Tensile tests were conducted using an Instron tensile machine at a displacement rate
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of 10.00 mm/min. The values for yield stress were derived from the resulting engineering
stress strain curve according to the standard 0.2% offset method. A minimum of 3 tensile
tests was performed for each annealed temperature and holding time combination.

Figure 4-1: aluminum AA5052 dog-bone samples dimensions in inches.

4.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Samples for DSC measurements were cut from the cold rolled sheet in the form of
small 5 mm diameter disks using a WireEDM machine to minimize the introduction of
additional deformation. The samples were of a uniform thickness and flat outer surfaces.
The samples’ masses were confined to 98-99 mg. In this study, NETZSCH STA 449 F3
Jupiter DSC system was used. Samples were heated at a constant heating rate of 20 K/min.
An initial baseline or correction test was performed to measure empty system conditions
over the duration of a set temperature program. The sample was heated at the same heating
rate as the baseline, and the characteristic DSC curve was obtained by subtracting the
baseline from the sample measurement results.
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4.6 Optical Microscopy
Optical microscopy was conducted by mounting the heat treated AA5052 samples in
epoxy. The samples were ground on 600 grit silicon carbide papers, and then subsequently
polished to a 0.05µm finish. To reveal the grain boundaries different etching techniques
were conducted. Such methods included electrolytic etching where an electrical potential
was applied to the samples using an external circuit. Chemical etching was another
technique used to reveal the grain boundaries of the aluminum samples. The etchant
solutions used on the aluminum samples were Keller’s etchant (95 mL H2O, 2.5 mL HNO3,
1.5 mL HCl, 1.0 mL HF) and Kroll’s reagent (92 mL H2O, 6.0 mL HNO3, 2.0 mL HF).
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CHAPTER 5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Microhardness Measurement
The microhardness (HV) measurements results after the different heat treatment
process described in Section 4.2 are shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Hardness data for all AA5052 annealed samples.

An abrupt decrease in hardness was observed over the temperature range 300-350°C. The
sharp drop in hardness for samples at 350°C decreased from 75 to nearly 50 within the first
30 minutes and it then remain relatively constant as the holding time increased. The
samples at 300°C had a similar sharp drop in hardness as the 350°C samples for the initial
first hour however it required longer holding time, about 3 hours, to achieve a constant
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hardness values similar to the samples at 350°C. The samples at 250°C had a gradual
decreased in hardness from 75 to about 66 for the first 8 hours. As the holding time
increased to 24 hours, the hardness measured remained relatively constant with a very
slight increase in hardness for the sample annealed for 24 hours, this increase in hardness
can be accounted due to the fact that samples at 250°C are partially recrystallized and since
a small samples size was used to measured hardness it shows deviating results. The
decrease in hardness on all samples is a clear indication that recrystallization took place as
the annealing temperature increased. Furthermore, it can be observed that increasing the
isothermal holding times did not have the same impact on hardness as compare to
increasing the annealing temperature this is most apparent in the aluminum samples
annealed at higher temperatures since this samples reach a constant hardness within the
first hour.
The percent recrystallization is calculated from the hardness results and is shown in
Figure 5-2. As expected from the hardness values acquired, the aluminum samples
annealed at 350°C show higher recrystallization percentages and reached 100 percent
recrystallization after only 2 hours. The samples annealed at 300°C also experienced high
levels of recrystallization ranging from 70 percent to nearly 100 percent recrystallization.
In contrast samples annealed at 250°C did not show a high rate of recrystallization. There
was a gradual increase in recrystallization for the initial holding times but it peaked at 8
hours and did not seem to increase past that time. Its recrystallization level was below 40%
and it did not significantly increase even after been annealed for 24 hours.
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Figure 5-2: Percent recrystallization calculated from hardness measurements.

5.2

Tensile Test
The values of yield strength were derived from the resulting engineering stress strain

curve according to the standard 0.2% offset method and are shown in Figure 5-3. Percent
Elongation and Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) were also obtained from the tensile test
data and are shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 respectively.
For samples annealed at 300°C and 350°C there is an apparent decrease in yield strength
which correlates to the start of recrystallization and an increase in grain size. Yield strength
values for samples annealed at 350°C dropped nearly 30 % within the first 30 minutes
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which is a similar trend observed with the microhardness results. Samples at 300°C had
also a decreasing trend in yield strength but its values where not as low compare to the
samples annealed at 350°C. The samples annealed at 250°C have fluctuating values that
don’t show a clear trend. This can be due to the samples having partial regions that are
recrystallized and non-recrystallized and due to small sample size tested the fluctuating
data is more evident.

Figure 5-3: Yield stregth results for all AA5052 annealed samples.

For the percent elongation results the sample at 250°C stayed relatively consistent; there
was as slight increase in ductility for samples annealed for 2 and 8 hours. The ductility for
samples at 350°C increased rapidly within the first half hour similarly to what occurred
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with yield strength. However, the percent elongation data also shows fluctuating results for
sample at 350°C even though there is an increasing trend in ductility. The samples at 300°C
also started with an increase in elongation but after reaching 4 hours of annealing the
ductility decreased.

Figure 5-4: Percent elongation results for all AA5052 annealed samples.

The ultimate tensile strength plot has the most consistent data across the other readings.
Similarly, to the microhardness results, the samples at 350°C have a sharp drop in UTS
within the first 30 minutes then it continues to decrease as the holding time increased but
at a much slower rate. The annealed sample at 300°C had similar results like the 350°C
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samples but the UTS did not decreased as much. The UTS values for the annealed samples
at 250°C decreased as well however the rate was much slower.

Figure 5-5: Ultimate Tensile Strength for all AA5052 annealed samples.

Based on the data acquired from yield strength, percent elongation and ultimate tensile
strength it is determined that the data from UTS is the most consistent and will be used to
calculate the percent recrystallization. The percent recrystallized results are shown in Figure
5-6. Similarly, to the data obtained through microhardness measurements the aluminum

samples annealed at 350°C reached recrystallization level of more than 95% within the first
30 minutes of being annealed. The samples annealed at 300°C range from 57 to 92%
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recrystallization. While the samples as 250°C did not reach recrystallization levels higher
than 25%.

Figure 5-6: Percent recrystallization obtained through UTS data.

5.3

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
The use of DSC for the investigation of recrystallization processes gave limited

results. Figure 5-7 shows the DSC profiles of samples annealed for various durations at
300°C. The small exothermic peak caused by recrystallization was only observed in the
DSC scans of the cold rolled samples. Samples annealed at 300°C for 1, 3 and 8 hours did
not show any notable peaks that could be used to calculate the percent recrystallization.
One potential reason for this is that recrystallization has low specific enthalpies that
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requires highly sensitive devices in order to detect them. The equipment utilized to obtain
this data did not have that capability.

Figure 5-7: DSC profile of samples annealed for various durations at 300°C.

5.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The annealed samples were very difficult to etch despite many attempts using
different etching techniques and/or combination of etchants as discussed in Section 4.6.
Electrolytic etching was first performed on the samples however no grain boundaries were
visible. The chemical etching technique using Keller’s Etchant and Kroll’s reagent also
failed to reveal grain boundaries that could be visible under the optical microscope even
for samples that were fully recrystallized. After all attempts to acquired samples with
visible grain boundaries failed, the aluminum samples were then sent to the Natural
Resources Canada (NRCAN) to get analyzed. Fortunately, the grain boundaries were
successfully revealed using a SEM. Figure 5-8 through Figure 5-13 shows the SEM
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micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at the temperatures and holding times
described in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Heat treatment conditions for AA5052

Annealing
Temperature (°C)
250
250
250
300
350
350

Holding time (hrs.)
2
8
24
1
0.5
4

As seen in Figure 5-8 through Figure 5-10 samples annealed at 250°C do not look
much recrystallized, the grain structure shows non-uniform colors within the grains and
somewhat unclear grain boundaries. The grains also appeared elongated as compare to the
grains annealed at 350°C. Recrystallized grains are more noticeable on samples annealed
at 300°C (Figure 5-11) and the newly formed recrystallized grains reveal a uniform color
within the grains as well as sharp grain boundaries. The sample annealed at 350°C for 1
hour (Figure 5-12) have also well-defined grain and grain boundaries and as the annealing
time increases to 4 hours the size of the recrystallized grains increased as well.
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Figure 5-8 SEM micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at 250°C for 2 hours.

Figure 5-9: SEM micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at 250°C for 8 hours.
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Figure 5-10: SEM micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at 250°C for 24 hours.

Figure 5-11: SEM micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at 300°C for 1 hour.
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Figure 5-12: SEM micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at 350°C for ½ hour.

Figure 5-13: SEM micrograph of the aluminum sample annealed at 350°C for 4 hours.
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CHAPTER 6.

MATLAB MODEL

To analyze the grain structure of the SEM raw image, it must first go through a series
of enhancing processes. For the first section of the MATLAB program, the raw image is
first enhanced by removing any observable noise, such as the dark and white specks seen
in Figure 6-2. The image then goes through a series of filtering process in an attempt to
make the grains uniform, finally the image goes through an edge detection process to
acquire the grain boundaries. If the grain boundaries are not satisfactory, the image must
be manually highlighted instead, before it can proceed to the grain analysis section. The
procedure of image analysis starting from basic image enhancing to quantitative analysis
of grains is illustrated in Figure 6-1.

Image Preparation

Noise Removal

Grain Uniformity

Grain Boundary
Detection

Manual Grain
Boundary Highlight

Grain Identification & Analysis
Figure 6-1: Flowchart describing the MATLAB program.
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6.1 Image Preparation
At the start of the MATLAB program, a dialog box will appear which asks for a series of
parameters that will be used to enhance the image. These parameters include the followings
and will be reference in the next section.
•

Intensity range values of dark specks

•

Intensity range values of white specks

•

Median filter size for dark specks

•

Median filter size for white Specks

•

Dilation radius dark

•

Dilation radius white

•

Number of repeating loops for median filtering

The MATLAB program will also display a modified image for every enhancement process
done on the raw image to help user find the most appropriate values. The program is in a
continuous loop in which each image is modified as the parameters are updated and will
stop updating only after user is satisfied with results and the optimized parameters are
acquired.
6.1.1

Noise Removal

The first step in preparing the raw images obtained through SEM is to remove any
unwanted noise. As seen in Figure 6-2 there are high amounts of noise in the form of dark
and light specks that are not part of the grains.
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Figure 6-2: SEM micrograph showing noise in the form of white and dark specks.

To remove the noise, the raw image is filtered using MATLAB’s ‘med2filter’ function. In
this method, a window of size m-by-n defined by user is used to filter the center pixel. The
pixels in the window are first sorted and the center pixel is replaced with the median value
of the sorted sequence. As shown in Figure 6-3 when using a median filter with a window
size smaller than the noise, larger noise specks are not fully removed. However, increasing
the size of the median filter also affects the surrounding grains and grain boundaries. With
an oversized filter, the grain starts to blend together losing grain boundary definition as
shown in Figure 6-4. To avoid this issue the median filter, needs to be applied to the noise
alone and the rest of the image needs to be excluded from the filtering process.
Furthermore, to limit the amount of filtering done on the noise specks separate filter sizes
are defined for both dark and light noise specks. These values are inputted in the dialog
box and run in a continuous loop until operator is satisfied with the final image and values.
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Figure 6-3: Modified image after median filter of size 7 is applied showing incomplete removal of noise due to
applying a filter with window size smaller than the noise.

Figure 6-4: Modified image after median filter of size 19 is applied showing complete removal of noise due to
applying a filter with window size bigger than the noise.

After acquiring the correct filter sizes which fully removes both dark and light noise specks.
The selected noise needs to be identified and replaced with the values of the filtered image.
To select the noise, the raw image was first evaluated by looking at its histogram and
identifying noticeable peaks on the lower and higher intensity range that could correlate to
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the dark and light noise specks. Figure 6-5 shows the histogram of the raw image from the
aluminum sample annealed at 350°C for 4 hrs. The darker noise specks are observed to be
near the intensity range 0-1 and the white noise specks are at a range of 220-255.

Figure 6-5: Histogram of SEM image for sample annealed at 350°C for 4 hours.

The intensity range values that contain both the dark and light specks are inputted into the
parameter dialog box of the MATLAB program. These values are used to create an image
isolating the dark and light specks which allows user to identify if selected values captured
all the noise in the image and/or if other regions in the image not intended to be selected
were also captured. The selected noise is then dilated to include the neighboring pixels in
the noise. When dilating the image, the user can specify how large the dilation in the x and
y directions should be and the shape of the dilation kernel. These values are also inputted
in the dialog box. The dilation process was done using MATLAB’s ‘imdilate’ function.
Figure 6-6 shows the dilated noise for both dark and light noise specks colored in red and
blue respectively. Once the user is satisfied with the selected noise and filter size, the noise
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is replaced with the values of the filtered image producing a noise free image as shown in
Figure 6-7. As seen in the noise-free image, the grain and grain boundaries are still clearly
observable with little to no blending between neighboring grains since the median filter
was only applied to the selected noise.

Figure 6-6: Isolated noise after dilation sequence for both white and dark noise. Threshold limit for dark noise
range from 0 to 1 while thresholdlimits for white noise range from 200 to 255.
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Figure 6-7 : Noise free image.

6.1.2

Grain Uniformity

Once unwanted noise is removed from the image, the next step is to make the pixels
within the grains as uniform as possible as this is necessary to identify the grain boundaries.
The first filtering process set uses MATLAB’s ‘med2filter’ function, where the user can
select the size of the filter applied as well as to what regions in the image that are within a
specified intensity range. This filtering process is applied multiple times covering all
intensity values in the image. The program keeps performing a looping sequence until the
user is satisfied with the resulting image. Figure 6-8 shows the enhance image after the
initial filtering process was applied.
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Figure 6-8: Modifiefied image after applying a set of median filters.

The second filtering process consists of a looping algorithm where the intensity
value of pixel (i,j) is evaluated and replaced if certain conditions are met. First a grid of
size m-by-m is selected where pixel (i,j) is located at the center of the grid. Then, the pixels
on the outer edge of the grid are identified and the median of those pixels is calculated as
well as the standard deviation. Pixel (i,j) is replaced with the median of the outer grid pixels
if the standard deviation falls within a specified value. Figure 6-9 shows a representation of
pixel (i,j) and the surrounding pixels located at the outside edges of grid m-by-m.
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Figure 6-9: Representation of a grid sized m-by-m where pixel P(i,j) is at the center of grid with outer edge
pixels highlighted in gray.

Due to the large size of the SEM images used in this program and the fact that large amount
data needs to be evaluated for each pixel(i,j) the second filtering process mention
previously is very time consuming. A way to overcome this was to first resize the image
by making it smaller which in turns speeds up the analyzing process as there are not as
many data points to be analyzed. After the image was resized the second filtering process
was applied to the image. The size of the grid and the standard deviation value affects how
much blending is performed on the image. Figure 6-10 through Figure 6-15 shows the
enhance images after grains have been smooth out through the second set of filtering
process. However, even with multiple filtering processes the images still have regions that
are not uniform which makes it difficult to distinguish which grains are fully recrystallized.
6.1.3

Grain Boundary Detection

To obtain the grain boundaries MATLAB ‘edge’ function was used where all edges
stronger that specified threshold are obtained. As seen Figure 6-10 through Figure 6-15 the
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grain boundaries are not well defined there is a lot of lines that are not part of the grain
boundaries. This was expected since the filtered images did not produce satisfactory
results. Therefore, in order to proceed to the next section in the image analysis program
the images must be manually highlighted and reprocess.

Figure 6-10 Modified image after filtering process (Left) and image with detected grain boundaries (Right) for
sample annealed at 250°C for 4 hours.

Figure 6-11: Modified image after filtering process (Left) and image with detected grain boundaries (Right) for
sample annealed at 250°C for 8 hours.
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Figure 6-12: Modified image after filtering process (Left) and image with detected grain boundaries (Right) for
sample annealed at 250°C for 24 hours.

Figure 6-13: Modified image after filtering process (Left) and image with detected grain boundaries (Right) for
sample annealed at 300°C for 1 hour.

Figure 6-14: Modified image after filtering process (Left) and image with detected grain boundaries (Right) for
sample annealed at 350°C for 1/2 hour.
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Figure 6-15: Modified image after filtering process (Left) and image with detected grain boundaries (Right) for
sample annealed at 350°C for 4 hours.

6.1.4

Manual Highlighting

Manual highlighting of grain boundaries was used when the resulting grain boundary
image from the MATLAB program did not produce suitable results. The images to be
highlighted were process with smaller filtering as compare to the images shown in the
previous section this was done to preserve the quality of the images. All the images
analyzed in this report were manually highlighted and are shown in Figure 6-16 through
Figure 6-21. All operating parameters used to acquire the images below are shown in
Appendix A. After highlighting the grain boundaries, the images were scanned and
imported in the MATLAB program to continue analyzing the images.
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Figure 6-16: Manually Highlighted Image (Annealed at 250°C for 2 hours).

Figure 6-17: Manually Highlighted Image (Annealed at 250°C for 8 hours).
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Figure 6-18: Manually Highlighted Image (Annealed at 250°C for 24 hours).

Figure 6-19: Manually Highlighted Image (Annealed at 300°C for 1 hour).
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Figure 6-20: Manually Highlighted Image (Annealed at 350°C for 1/2 hour).

Figure 6-21: Manually Highlighted Image (Annealed at 350°C for 4 hours).
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Before proceeding with modifying the highlighted images for quantitative analysis the
first step is for the user to collect the information in the data bar which is required to
preserve the correct scale factor between microns and pixel ratio. The user will input the
scale bar value shown in image and measure the scale bar distance when prompted. Once
the microns to pixel ratio is acquired, the image is then cropped and resize to remove
unwanted section of the image such as extra white space around the border of image which
is not part of the of the grains or grain boundaries.
The next step is to turn the grayscale image into a binary image using MATLAB’s
‘imbinarize’ function and choosing the appropriate threshold value. The threshold value of
0.35 was used for all images analyze in this research. Once the image has been binarized
the next step is to remove any background noise left from the highlighted image. The first
operation removes any connected pixels that are smaller than a specified value, N, using
MATLAB’s ‘bwareaopen’ function. After removing the smaller objects, the pixels
branching out from the grain boundaries are disconnected from the main grain boundary.
A second pass for removing small objects is performed. Once the background noise is
removed, the grain boundaries are repaired by linking any grain boundaries that were
broken, and filling-in small empty spaces within grain boundaries. The grain boundaries
are then thin out to a single connected pixel and pixels branching out are also removed.
Figure 6-22 shows the resulting highlighted image after the operations mentioned above

were performed.
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Figure 6-22: Original highlighted image (Upper Left). Resulting image after binarization process with a
threshold value of 0.35 (Upper Right). Clean binarized image after removing smaller object in background
(Lower Left). Final image after grain boundaries have been reduced to a single connected pixel (Lower Right).

6.2 Grain Identification & Analysis
6.2.1

Identify and assigned a unique ID to each grain

Once all grain boundaries are clearly defined, the grains in the image are assigned a unique
name/value using MATLAB’S ‘bwlabel’ function. The next step is to assign each grain
boundary to a specific grain. In this case the grain boundaries will take the value of the
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grain adjacent to its left and the resulting labeled image for the sample annealed at 300°C
for 1 hour is shown in Figure 6-23.

Figure 6-23: Labeled image where all grains have been identified and grain boundaries have been assign to
adjacent grain.

After grain boundaries have been assigned to a grain, the next step is to identify all the
grains that are located at the image’s border. The user then needs to manually indicate if a
grain at the edge of image it’s a candidate to be potentially re-crystallized grain. As seen
in Figure 6-23 there is a large area located to the right of the image that is clearly not a
recrystallized grain, but in order for the program to recognize this, the user needs to assign
it as not recrystallized. To identified potential recrystallized grain the program, isolates the
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grain in question and displays it next to the highlighted image as shown in Figure 6-24. The
user then confirms if it should be considered a potential re-crystallized grain.

Figure 6-24: Representation of prompt widow use for identifying and classifiying potential recrystallized grain.
Image on left shows original microstructure and the image on right shows extracted grain in question.

Once all grains and grain boundaries have been recognized and the grains at the border of
image have been identified and classified as a potential recrystallized grain, the program
then proceeds to analyses the grain’s properties.
6.2.2

Grain Analysis

To prevent un-recrystallized grain from being counted in the percent recrystallization
calculation each potential grain must first meet specified conditions set by user. For the
analysis of all images evaluated in this work the conditions to be considered a recrystallized
grain are as follow: all inner grains (grain not adjacent to image’s border) must have a grain
diameter greater than or equal to 10 microns and the grain aspect ratio must be between 0.5
and 2. For grains adjacent to the image’s border the grain’s maximum width must be greater
than or equal to 10 microns.
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For each grain the horizontal and vertical width is obtained, which is used to calculate
aspect ratio. The area of each grain is also calculated and the diameter is obtained from the
area. The grain size distributions of recrystallized grains of all SEM images are shown in
Figure 6-25: Grain size distribution calculated from SEM images annealed at a) 250°C for 4 hours
b) 250°C for 8 hours c) 250°C for 24 hours d) 300°C for 1 hour e) 350°C for 1/2 hour and f) 350°C
for 4 hours.Figure 6-25 and the average diameter results are shown in Table 6-1. The grain

diameter of the sample annealed at 250°C for 2 hours has a larger average diameter (38
µm) as compare to the rest of the other annealed samples but as seen from the grain size
distribution chart and SEM highlighted images there were fewer recrystallized grains
which would affect the average diameter accuracy since only 3 grains were used to
calculate the average for the sample annealed at 250°C for 2 hours.
Table 6-1: Average grain diameter for all recrystallized grains

Annealed
Condition
250°C-2hrs
250°C-8hrs
250°C-24hrs
300°C-1hr
350°C-1/2hrs
350°C-4hrs

Average Grain
Diameter (µm)
38
19
30
18
24
26
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Figure 6-25: Grain size distribution calculated from SEM images annealed at a) 250°C for 4 hours b) 250°C for
8 hours c) 250°C for 24 hours d) 300°C for 1 hour e) 350°C for 1/2 hour and f) 350°C for 4 hours.
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Once the grain’s characteristics has been obtained the grains are classified as recrystallized
or not-recrystallized grains based on the conditions mentioned previously. With this
information the percent recrystallization of each image can be calculated. The percent
recrystallization results are shown in Table 6-2. As expected the percent recrystallization
of the annealed samples have an increasing trend as the annealed temperature increased.
For samples annealed at 250°C the recrystallization percent remain relatively constant as
holding times increases. The percent recrystallization results obtained from the tensile test
seem to align better with the results obtained through the image analysis program for
annealed temperatures of 250°C and 300°C. The sample annealed at 350°C for 4 hours was
nearly 100% recrystallized which agrees with the results obtained though both
microhardness and tensile test. The sample annealed at 350°C for ½ hour seemed lower
than the results from microhardness and tensile test. The variation between these values
could be a result of not manually highlighting the grain boundaries accurately and since
only one image was analyze from each annealing condition there was no opportunity to
compare results. It would have been preferable to analyze multiple SEM images of the
same annealing condition to obtain an average result.
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Table 6-2: Percent Recrystallization results obtained through Microhardness testing, Tensile Test and SEM
image analysis. Percent recrystallization results through SEM image analysis was only perform on 6 annealed
conditions.

Annealed
Condition
250°C-2hrs
250°C-8hrs
250°C-24hrs
300°C-1hr
300°C-3hrs
300°C-4hrs
300°C-6hrs
300°C-8hrs
350°C-1/2hrs
350°C-2hrs
350°C-4hrs

Percent
Recrystallization
(Microhardness)
16
35
31
70
98
99
99
99
98
98
100

Percent
Recrystallization
(UTS)
15
18
25
58
83
85
92
91
97
100
100
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Percent
Recrystallization
(SEM Images)
20
15
19
52
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
80
N/A
97

CHAPTER 7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This research has developed an image analysis technique for quantification of
recrystallization in partially recrystallized and fully recrystallized microstructures of coldrolled 5052 Aluminum alloy. The developed image processing program analyzes
macrographs obtained through SEM and evaluates and reprocess the image to detect grain
boundaries which are then used to identify and determine the grains’ characteristics, such
as aspect ratio and diameter. For the macrographs used in this research the developed image
processing program did not successfully acquired the grain boundaries automatically thus
the grain boundaries had to be manually highlighted.
The percent recrystallization results obtained through the image processing program
were compared with the quantified results of Tensile and Microhardness tests. The values
from the image analysis program were consistent with the values obtained through Tensile
and Microhardness tests for most of the annealed conditions.

The most noticeable

inconsistency occurred on the sample annealed at 350°C for ½ hour. The image processing
results estimates the percent recrystallization to be close to 20% lower than the
experimental results. This inconsistency could be a result of not accurately highlighting the
grain boundaries manually. Perhaps if more images from SEM and optical microscope
were obtained and analyzed the grain boundaries could have been more accurately detected.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB codes
A.1

MATLAB code for Image Preparation and Enhancement

close all
clear all
format shortG
clc
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.WindowStyle='normal';
fontSize = 10;
%%
% 1. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
%
1.1 IMPORT IMAGE
%
1.2 NOISE REMOVAL
%
1.3 GRAIN UNIFORMITY - MEDIAN FILTER
%
1.4 RESIZE & ADJUST IMAGE
%
1.4.1 REPAIR DATABAR
%
1.4.1 CROP/RESIZE
%
1.4.1 NORMALIZE PIXELS WITH HIGH & LOW INTENSITIES
%
1.5 GRAIN BLENDING - PARTIAL GRAINS
%
1.6 GRAIN BLENDING - ALL GRAINS
% 2. GRAIN BOUNDARY DETECTION
%
2.1 EDGE DETECTION- CANNY FUNCTION
%
2.2 MANUAL HIGHLIGHTED
%
2.2.1 PREPARE IMAGE
%
2.2.2 EXPORT IMAGE
%
%% 1.1 IMPORT SEM IMAGE
Orig_Img= imread('F:\250C 2h 800x.tif');% <- Add file path to image
%% LOAD IMAGES FOR THESIS & OPERATING PARAMETERS
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Orig_Img=
Type=1;
Orig_Img=
Type=2;
Orig_Img=
Type=3;
Orig_Img=
Type=4;
Orig_Img=
Type=5;
Orig_Img=
Type=6

imread('F:\Final Version\SEM IMAGES\250C 2h 800x.tif');
imread('F:\Final Version\SEM IMAGES\250C 8h 800x.tif');
imread('F:\Final Version\SEM IMAGES\250C 24h 400x.tif');
imread('F:\Final Version\SEM IMAGES\300C 1h 800x.tif');
imread('F:\Final Version\SEM IMAGES\350C 0_5h 400x.tif');
imread('F:\Final Version\SEM IMAGES\350C_4h_400x.tif');

% OPERATING PARAMETERS USED FOR IMAGES IN THIS THESIS
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if Type==1 % 250C 2h 800x
% REMOVAL OF DARK & LIGHT SPECKS
inputs = {'0','1','200','255','17','35','1','4','10'};
% MEDIAN FILTERING x 3 PASSES
inputs2 = {'77','83','84','89','7','7','0','0','0','5'};
inputs3 = {'69','76','90','96','5','5','0','0','0','5'};
inputs4 = {'1','60','115','255','3','3','0','0','0','5'};
%GRAIN BLENDING - PARTIAL GRAINS
inputs5 = {'70','89','250','255','0','0','0'};
inputs6 = {'25','15','5','5'};
%GRAIN BLENDING - ALL GRAINS
inputs7 = {'15','7','5','5',};
elseif Type==2 %250C 8h 800x
inputs = {'0','1','200','255','15','25','3','1','10'};
inputs2 = {'87','92','93','99','7','7','0','0','0','5'};
inputs3 = {'79','86','99','107','5','5','0','0','0','5'};
inputs4 = {'1','65','120','255','3','3','0','0','0','5'};
inputs5 = {'85','100','250','255','0','0','0'};
inputs6 = {'25','15','5','5'};
inputs7 = {'15','7','5','5',};
elseif Type==3 % 250C 24h 400x
inputs = {'0','1','200','255','15','19','1','1','10'};
inputs2 = {'110','119','120','128','5','5','0','0','0','5'};
inputs3 = {'75','83','84','93','5','5','0','0','0','5'};
inputs4 = {'1','91','146','255','3','3','0','0','0','5'};
inputs5 = {'100','110','250','255','0','0','0'};
inputs6 = {'25','15','5','5'};
inputs7 = {'15','7','5','5',};
elseif Type==4 %300C 1h 800x
inputs = {'0','1','200','255','15','25','1','1','10'};
inputs2 = {'75','83','84','93','5','5','0','0','0','5','0'};
inputs3 = {'75','83','84','93','5','5','0','0','0','5','0'};
inputs4 = {'1','71','130','255','5','3','0','0','500','5','1'};
inputs5 = {'100','110','250','255','0','0','0'};
inputs6 = {'25','15','5','5','5','10'};
inputs7 = {'15','7','2','5','5','3'};
elseif Type==5 %350C 0_5h 400x
inputs = {'0','1','200','255','15','19','2','2','10'};
inputs2 = {'89','95','96','103','5','5','0','0','0','5','0'};
inputs3 = {'79','88','104','112','5','5','0','0','0','5','0'};
inputs4 = {'1','72','119','255','3','3','0','0','1000','5','1'};
inputs5 = {'75','90','250','255','0','0','0'};
inputs6 = {'25','15','5','5'};
inputs7 = {'15','7','5','5',};
elseif Type==6 %350C_4h_400x
inputs = {'0','1','200','255','11','19','1','1','10'};
inputs2 = {'75','83','84','93','5','5','0','0','0','5','1'};
inputs3 = {'64','74','94','103','5','5','0','0','0','5','1'};
inputs4 = {'1','56','115','255','7','5','0','0','1000','5','0'};
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inputs5 = {'80','95','110','255','0','0','0'};
inputs6 = {'25','15','7','5'};
inputs7 = {'15','7','5','5',};
end

%% 1.2 NOISE REMOVAL
% REMOVAL OF WHITE AND DARK SPECKS
Img_M=Orig_Img;
% PLOT HISTOGRAM OF ORIGINAL IMAGE
figure (1),
[pixelCount, grayLevels] = imhist(Img_M);
bar(grayLevels, pixelCount, 'BarWidth', 1, 'FaceColor', 'b');
title('Histogram of Image', 'FontSize', fontSize);
xlim([0 grayLevels(end)]);
grid on;
%PLOT RAW IMAGE
figure(2)
subplot(2, 3, 1);
imshow(Img_M, [])
pause(0.00001);
axis tight
axis off
title('Raw Grayscale Image', 'FontSize', fontSize);
% REMOVAL OF WHITE AND BLACK SPECKS
answ_1=0;
for i=1:50
for ii=1:1
prompt={'Intensity Range 1 - Low',...
'Intensity Range 1 - High',...
'Intensity Range 2 - Low',...
'Intensity Range 2 - High',...
'Filter Size 1','Filter Size 2',...
'SE-Radius-1','SE-Radius-2'...
'Number of Filtering Passes'};
name = 'IMAGE MODIFICATION PARAMETERS';
numlines=[1 35];
inputs = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,inputs,options);
end
% Input Dialog - answers
Data_inputs= str2num(char(inputs));
thresh_1_low=Data_inputs(1,:); % Darker Noise threshold lower limit
thresh_1_high=Data_inputs(2,:);% Darker Noise threshold upper limit
thresh_2_low=Data_inputs(3,:); % Lighter Noise threshold lower
limit
thresh_2_high=Data_inputs(4,:);% Lighter Noise threshold upper
limit
Med_F_Size_1=Data_inputs(5,:); % Median Filter Size for Dark Noise
Med_F_Size_2=Data_inputs(6,:); % Median Filter Size for Light Noise
SE_radius_1=Data_inputs(7,:); % Valued for Dilation Radius 1
SE_radius_2=Data_inputs(8,:); % Valued for Dilation Radius 2
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Med_loop=Data_inputs(9,:);

% Number of Filtering Passes

% Selects pixels within the threshold limits
binaryImg_1 =(Img_M >= thresh_1_low) & (Img_M <= thresh_1_high);
binaryImg_2 =(Img_M >= thresh_2_low) & (Img_M <= thresh_2_high);
% Display Isolated Noise - RBG IMAGE
redChannel =255*uint8(binaryImg_1);
blueChannel =255*uint8(binaryImg_2);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(binaryImg_2)));
rgbImage = cat(3,redChannel,greenChannel,blueChannel);
subplot(2, 3, 2);
imshow(rgbImage, [])
title('Noise', 'FontSize', fontSize)
%Select and Dilate Noise
SE1 = strel('disk',SE_radius_1)
SE2 = strel('disk',SE_radius_2);
noiseImage_1 = ~binaryImg_1<=0; % Select all noise only
noiseImage_2 = ~binaryImg_2<=0;
noiseImage_1=imdilate(noiseImage_1, SE1);
noiseImage_2=imdilate(noiseImage_2, SE2);
% Display Dilated Noise - RBG IMAGE
redChannel =255*uint8(noiseImage_1);
blueChannel =255*uint8(noiseImage_2);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(noiseImage_1)));
rgbImage = cat(3,redChannel,greenChannel,blueChannel);
subplot(2, 3, 3);
imshow(rgbImage, []);
title('Dilated Noise ', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Median Filter - Dark Noise
Image_M_1=Img_M;
for iii=1:Med_loop
MF_1 = medfilt2(Image_M_1,[Med_F_Size_1
Med_F_Size_1],'symmetric');
Image_M_1=MF_1;
end
subplot(2, 3, 5);
imshow(MF_1, []);
title('Filtered Image - Black', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Replace Noise with filtered image values - Dark Noise
noiseFree = Img_M;
noiseFree(noiseImage_1) = MF_1(noiseImage_1);
Image_M_1A=noiseFree;

% Median Filter - Light Noise
Image_M_2=Image_M_1A;
for iv=1:Med_loop
MF_2 = medfilt2(Image_M_2,[Med_F_Size_2
Med_F_Size_2],'symmetric');
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Image_M_2=MF_2;
end
subplot(2, 3, 6);
imshow(MF_2, []);
title('Filtered Image - WHITE', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Replace Noise with filtered image values - Light Noise
noiseFree = Image_M_1A;
noiseFree(noiseImage_2) = MF_2(noiseImage_2);
Mod_Image_1=noiseFree;
subplot(2, 3, 4);
imshow(Mod_Image_1, []);
title('NOISE FREE IMAGE - 1', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% User Satisfied with Image
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Are you satisfied with image';
choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
switch choice
case 'Yes'
answ_1 = 1;
case 'No'
answ_1 = 0;
case 'Cancel'
return
end
if answ_1>0 % END LOOP IF SATISFIED WITH IMAGE YES=1
break
else
end
end
close all
%% 1.3 GRAIN UNIFORMITY - MEDIAN FILTERING
% User selects pixels within the specified intensity range and perform
% a filtering process to make pixels within grain uniform.
Img_M=Mod_Image_1;
for k=1:3 % MEDIAN FILTERING x 3 PASSES
if k==1
inputs=inputs2
elseif k==2
inputs=inputs3
elseif k==3
inputs=inputs4
%
elseif k==4
%
inputs=inputs5
end
% PLOT HISTOGRAM OF NOISE-FREE IMAGE
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figure (1),
[pixelCount, grayLevels] = imhist(Img_M);
bar(grayLevels, pixelCount, 'BarWidth', 1, 'FaceColor', 'b');
title('Histogram of Image', 'FontSize', fontSize);
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on')
xlim([0 grayLevels(end)]); % Scale x axis manually.
grid on;
%Plot Modified Image
figure(2)
subplot(1, 2, 1);
imshow(Img_M, [])
pause(0.00001);
frame_h = get(handle(gcf),'JavaFrame');
set(frame_h,'Maximized',1);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 1);
imshow(Img_M, [])
pause(0.00001);
frame_h = get(handle(gcf),'JavaFrame');
set(frame_h,'Maximized',1);
axis tight
axis off
title('Original Grayscale Image', 'FontSize', fontSize);
% Set up figure properties.
set(gcf, 'Name', 'Noise Removal Image 3', 'NumberTitle', 'off')
answ_1=0;
for i=1:50
for ii=1:1
prompt={'Intensity Range 1 - Low',...
'Intensity Range 1 - High',...
'Intensity Range 2 - Low',...
'Intensity Range 2 - High',...
'Filter Size 1','Filter Size 2',...
'SE-Radius-1','SE-Radius-2','N',...
'Number of Filtering Passes'};
name = 'Parameters';
numlines=[1 50];
inputs = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,inputs,options);
end
% Input Dialog - answers
inputs=inputs;
Data_inputs= str2num(char(inputs));
thresh_1_low=Data_inputs(1,:);
thresh_1_high=Data_inputs(2,:);
thresh_2_low=Data_inputs(3,:);
thresh_2_high=Data_inputs(4,:);
Med_F_Size_1=Data_inputs(5,:);
Med_F_Size_2=Data_inputs(6,:);
SE_radius_1=Data_inputs(7,:);
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SE_radius_2=Data_inputs(8,:);
N=Data_inputs(9,:);
Med_loop=Data_inputs(10,:);
% Selects pixels within the threshold limits
binaryImg_1 =(Img_M >= thresh_1_low) & (Img_M <=
thresh_1_high);
binaryImg_2 =(Img_M >= thresh_2_low) & (Img_M <=
thresh_2_high);
% Display Selected Pixels - RBG IMAGE
redChannel =255*uint8(binaryImg_1);
blueChannel =255*uint8(binaryImg_2);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(binaryImg_2)));
rgbImage = cat(3,redChannel,greenChannel,blueChannel);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 2);
imshow(rgbImage, [])
title('Selected Pixels', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Select Binary Image
noiseImage_1 = ~binaryImg_1<=0; % Select all noise
noiseImage_2 = ~binaryImg_2<=0;
% Fills Voids
% NUMBER OF PIXELS IN OBJECT
noiseImage_1b = ~bwareaopen(~noiseImage_1,N,4); % line -> 0 &
background ->1 %connectivity 4 or 8
noiseImage_2b = ~bwareaopen(~noiseImage_2,N,4);
% Display Image - Bwareaopen
redChannel =255*uint8(noiseImage_1b);
blueChannel =255*uint8(noiseImage_2b);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(noiseImage_1b)));
rgbImage = cat(3, redChannel, greenChannel,blueChannel);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 3);
imshow(rgbImage, []);
title('Noise bwareaopen', 'FontSize', fontSize)
%Dilate Noise to select neighbor pixels
SE1 = strel('disk',SE_radius_1);
SE2 = strel('disk',SE_radius_2);
noiseImage_1c=imdilate(noiseImage_1b, SE1);
noiseImage_2c=imdilate(noiseImage_2b, SE2);
% Dilate - RGB Image to dsplay Noise
redChannel = 255 * uint8(noiseImage_1c);
blueChannel = 255 * uint8(noiseImage_2c);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(noiseImage_1c)));
rgbImage = cat(3, redChannel, greenChannel,blueChannel);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 4);
imshow(rgbImage, []);
title('Noise Dilate', 'FontSize', fontSize)
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% Median Filter - Lower Intensity Pixels
Image_M_1=Img_M;
for iii=1:Med_loop %MEDFILT2
MF_1 = medfilt2(Image_M_1,[Med_F_Size_1
Med_F_Size_1],'symmetric');
Image_M_1=MF_1;
end
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 5);
imshow(MF_1, []);
title('Filtered Image - Black', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Replace selected pixels with filtered image values
noiseFree = Img_M;
noiseFree(noiseImage_1c) = MF_1(noiseImage_1c);
Image_M_1A=noiseFree;

% Median Filter - Higher Intensity Pixels
Image_M_2=Image_M_1A;
for iv=1:Med_loop
MF_2 = medfilt2(Image_M_2,[Med_F_Size_2
Med_F_Size_2],'symmetric');
Image_M_2=MF_2;
end
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 6);
imshow(MF_2, []);
title('Filtered Image - WHITE', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Replace selected pixels with filtered image values
noiseFree = Image_M_1A;
noiseFree(noiseImage_2c) = MF_2(noiseImage_2c);
figure(2)
subplot(1, 2, 2);
imshow(noiseFree, []);
title('FILTERED IMAGE', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% User Satisfied with Image
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Are you satisfied with image';
choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
switch choice
case 'Yes'
answ_1 = 1;
case 'No'
answ_1 = 0;
case 'Cancel'
return
end
if answ_1>0 % SATISFIED WITH IMAGE YES=1
break
else
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end
end
if k==1
Mod_Image_2=noiseFree;
Img_M=Mod_Image_2;
elseif k==2
Mod_Image_3=noiseFree;
Img_M=Mod_Image_3;
elseif k==3
Mod_Image_4=noiseFree;
Img_M=Mod_Image_4;
end
end
close all
figure, imshow(Mod_Image_2)
figure, imshow(Mod_Image_3)
figure, imshow(Mod_Image_4)

%% 1.4 RESIZE & ADJUST IMAGE
% 1.4.1
%%%%%%%% Insert deleted Scale Bar onto the new modified image.
% Measure Data Bar Height
Mod_Image=Mod_Image_4;
waitfor(msgbox('Measure the height Data Bar(Bottom Black Strip)'));
disp('OK');
figure, imshow(Orig_Img),title('Data Bar');
h=ginput(2); % click two point on image
Data_Bar_Height=round(pdist(h));
close
x=size(Mod_Image);
Mod_Image(x(1,1)-Data_Bar_Height:x(1,1),x(1,2)-x(1,2)+1:x(1,2)1)=Orig_Img(x(1,1)-Data_Bar_Height:x(1,1),x(1,2)-x(1,2)+1:x(1,2)-1);
%1.4.2 CROP/RESIZE
%Resize Image to improve code performance
Original_Img=imresize(Orig_Img,.4);
figure, imshow(Original_Img), title('Resize Img Orig')
Resize_Img=imresize(Mod_Image,.4);
figure, imshow(Resize_Img), title('Resize Img')
Mod_Image=Resize_Img;
Mod_Image_5=imcrop(Mod_Image);

% 1.4.3 NORMALIZE PIXELS WITH HIGH & LOW INTENSITIES
% % Normalize Pixels that have high and low intensity values.
%
Img_M=Mod_Image_5;
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% HISTOGRAM OF ORIGINAL IMAGE
[pixelCount, grayLevels] = imhist(Img_M);
TP=size(Img_M);
T_P=TP(1,2)*TP(1,1); % Total # of squares
[count,x]= imhist(Img_M); % x- name #
% figure, imhist(Mod_Image), title('After patches')
T=[count x];
R=size(T(:,1));
tot_light=round(.05*T_P); % Select 5% of the lowest intensity pixels
tot_dark=round(.05*T_P); % Select 5% of the hights intensity pixels
x1=0;
x2=0;
for i=2:1:R(1,1) % Darkest
if (T(i,1)+x1)<=tot_dark
x1=T(i,1)+x1;
elseif (T(i,1)+x1)>tot_dark
darkest=T(i,2);
break
end
end
for i=R(1,1):-1:2 % whitest
if (T(i,1)+x2)<=tot_light
x2=T(i,1)+x2;
elseif (T(i,1)+x2)>tot_light;
whitest=T(i,2);
break
end
end
for i=1:size(Img_M,1) % Remove extreme color
for j=1:size(Img_M,2)
if Img_M(i,j)>0 && Img_M(i,j)<darkest
Img_M(i,j)=darkest;
elseif Img_M(i,j)>whitest
Img_M(i,j)=whitest;
end
end
end
Mod_Image_6=Img_M;
figure, imshow(Mod_Image_6),title('Mod Image - 6 (Extreme 1)',
'FontSize', fontSize);
%% 1.5 GRAIN BLENDING - PARTIAL GRAINS
% Select Pixels within specified Intensity range
Img_M=Mod_Image_6;
inputs=inputs5;
% PLOT HISTOGRAM OF ORIGINAL IMAGE
figure (1),
[pixelCount, grayLevels] = imhist(Img_M);
bar(grayLevels, pixelCount, 'BarWidth', 1, 'FaceColor', 'b');
title('Histogram of Image', 'FontSize', fontSize);
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on')
xlim([0 grayLevels(end)]); % Scale x axis manually.
grid on;
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%Plot Modified Image
figure(2)
subplot(1, 2, 1);
imshow(Img_M, [])
pause(0.00001);
frame_h = get(handle(gcf),'JavaFrame');
set(frame_h,'Maximized',1);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 1);
imshow(Img_M, [])
pause(0.00001);
frame_h = get(handle(gcf),'JavaFrame');
set(frame_h,'Maximized',1);
axis tight
axis off
title('Original Grayscale Image', 'FontSize', fontSize);
% Set up figure properties.
set(gcf, 'Name', 'Noise Removal Image 3', 'NumberTitle', 'off')
% BLENDING GRAINS
answ_1=0;
for i=1:50
for ii=1:1
prompt={'Intensity Range 1 - Low',...
'Intensity Range 1 - High',...
'Intensity Range 2 - Low',...
'Intensity Range 2 - High',...
'SE-Radius-1','SE-Radius-2','N'};
name = 'Parameters';
numlines=[1 50];
inputs = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,inputs,options);
end
% Output Dialog - answers
Data_inputs= str2num(char(inputs));
thresh_1_low=Data_inputs(1,:);
thresh_1_high=Data_inputs(2,:);
thresh_2_low=Data_inputs(3,:);
thresh_2_high=Data_inputs(4,:);
SE_radius_1=Data_inputs(5,:);
SE_radius_2=Data_inputs(6,:);
N=Data_inputs(7,:);
% Selects pixels within the threshold limits
binaryImg_1 =(Img_M >= thresh_1_low) & (Img_M <= thresh_1_high);
binaryImg_2 =(Img_M >= thresh_2_low) & (Img_M <= thresh_2_high);
% Display Selected Pixels - RBG IMAGE
redChannel =255*uint8(binaryImg_1);
blueChannel =255*uint8(binaryImg_2);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(binaryImg_2)));
rgbImage = cat(3,redChannel,greenChannel,blueChannel);
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figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 2);
imshow(rgbImage, [])
title('Selected Pixels', 'FontSize', fontSize)
% Select Binary Image
noiseImage_1 = ~binaryImg_1<=0; % Select all noise
noiseImage_2 = ~binaryImg_2<=0;
% Fills Voids
% NUMBER OF PIXELS IN OBJECT
noiseImage_1b = ~bwareaopen(~noiseImage_1,N,4); % line -> 0 &
background ->1 %connectivity 4 or 8
noiseImage_2b = ~bwareaopen(~noiseImage_2,N,4);
% Display Image - Bwareaopen
redChannel =255*uint8(noiseImage_1b);
blueChannel =255*uint8(noiseImage_2b);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(noiseImage_1b)));
rgbImage = cat(3, redChannel, greenChannel,blueChannel);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 3);
imshow(rgbImage, []);
title('Noise bwareaopen', 'FontSize', fontSize)
%Dilate Noise to select neighbor pixels
SE1 = strel('disk',SE_radius_1);
SE2 = strel('disk',SE_radius_2);
noiseImage_1c=imdilate(noiseImage_1b, SE1);
noiseImage_2c=imdilate(noiseImage_2b, SE2);
% Dilate - RGB Image to dsplay Noise
redChannel = 255 * uint8(noiseImage_1c);
blueChannel = 255 * uint8(noiseImage_2c);
greenChannel=255*uint8(zeros(size(noiseImage_1c)));
rgbImage = cat(3, redChannel, greenChannel,blueChannel);
figure(3)
subplot(2, 3, 4);
imshow(rgbImage, []);
title('Noise Dilate', 'FontSize', fontSize)

% Image Satisfied
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Are you satisfied with image';
choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
switch choice
case 'Yes'
answ_1 = 1;
case 'No'
answ_1 = 0;
case 'Cancel'
return
end
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if answ_1>0 % SATISFIED WITH IMAGE YES=1
break
else
end
end
% SMOOTH OUT AREAS OF NON-UNIFORM COLOR
% Selected pixels in grain will be filter
inputs=inputs6;
answ_1=0;
for i=1:50
Mod_Image=Mod_Image_6;
for ii=1:1
prompt={'Mesh 1 Size','Mesh 2 Size','Standard Deviation 1',...
'Standard Deviation 2'};
name = 'Parameters';
numlines=[1 50];
inputs = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,inputs,options);
end
% Output Dialog - answers
Data_inputs= str2num(char(inputs));
% Grid Size for filter
Mesh1=[Data_inputs(1,:) Data_inputs(2,:)];
%standard deviation
s1=[Data_inputs(3,:) Data_inputs(4,:)]
k=0;
for Mesh=Mesh1
k=k+1
for j=Mesh+1:size(Mod_Image,2)-Mesh %rows
for i=Mesh+1:size(Mod_Image,1)-Mesh
if noiseImage_1c(i,j)>0
Left_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh):(i+Mesh), j-Mesh);
Right_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh):(i+Mesh), j+Mesh);
Top_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh),(j-Mesh+1):(j+Mesh1));
Bottom_Outer= Mod_Image((i+Mesh),(jMesh+1):(j+Mesh-1));
Outer_Mesh=[Left_Outer(:);
Right_Outer(:);Top_Outer(:); Bottom_Outer(:)];
st_dev=std(double(Outer_Mesh(:))); % standard
deviation of outer perimeter of mesh
if st_dev<s1(1,k);
M2=median(Outer_Mesh(:));
Mod_Image(i,j)=M2;
else
end
else
end
end
end
end
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figure,imshow(Mod_Image)
title('Filter on Pixels within Intensity Range 1')
k=0;
for Mesh=Mesh1
k=k+1
for j=Mesh+1:size(Mod_Image,2)-Mesh %rows
for i=Mesh+1:size(Mod_Image,1)-Mesh
if noiseImage_2c(i,j)>0
Left_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh):(i+Mesh), j-Mesh);
Right_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh):(i+Mesh), j+Mesh);
Top_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh),(j-Mesh+1):(j+Mesh1));
Bottom_Outer= Mod_Image((i+Mesh),(jMesh+1):(j+Mesh-1));
Outer_Mesh=[Left_Outer(:);
Right_Outer(:);Top_Outer(:); Bottom_Outer(:)];
st_dev=std(double(Outer_Mesh(:))); % standard
deviation of outer perimeter of mesh
if st_dev<s1(1,k);
M2=median(Outer_Mesh(:));
Mod_Image(i,j)=M2;
else
end
else
end
end
end
end
figure, imshow(Mod_Image)
title('Filter on Pixels within Intensity Range 2')
% Image Satisfied
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Are you satisfied with image';
choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
switch choice
case 'Yes'
answ_1 = 1;
case 'No'
answ_1 = 0;
case 'Cancel'
return
end
if answ_1>0 % END LOOP IF SATISFIED WITH IMAGE YES=1
break
else
end
end
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Mod_Image_Threshold_6=Mod_Image;
figure, imshow(Mod_Image_Threshold_6)
%% 1.7 GRAIN BLENDING - ALL GRAINS
% FINAL BLENDING ON ALL PIXELS
tic
inputs=inputs7;
answ_1=0;
for i=1:50
Mod_Image=Mod_Image_Threshold_6;
for ii=1:1
prompt={'Mesh 1 Size','Mesh 2 Size',...
'Standard Deviation 1', 'Standard Deviation 2'};
name = 'Parameters';
numlines=[1 50];
inputs = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,inputs,options);
end
% Output Dialog - answers
Data_inputs= str2num(char(inputs));
W_M=[Data_inputs(1,:) Data_inputs(2,:)];
B_S=[Data_inputs(3,:) Data_inputs(4,:) ]
x=1;
for Mesh=W_M %Big Mesh
s1=B_S(1,x);
x=x+1
for j=Mesh+1:size(Mod_Image,2)-Mesh %rows
for i=Mesh+1:size(Mod_Image,1)-Mesh
Left_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh):(i+Mesh), j-Mesh);
Right_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh):(i+Mesh), j+Mesh);
Top_Outer= Mod_Image((i-Mesh),(j-Mesh+1):(j+Mesh-1));
Bottom_Outer= Mod_Image((i+Mesh),(j-Mesh+1):(j+Mesh1));
Outer_Mesh=[Left_Outer(:); Right_Outer(:);Top_Outer(:);
Bottom_Outer(:)];
mean_px=median(Outer_Mesh(:));
st_dev=std(double(Outer_Mesh(:))); % standard deviation
of outer perimeter of mesh
if st_dev<s1;
M2=mean_px;
Mod_Image(i,j)=M2;
else
end
end
end
end
figure, imshow(Mod_Image)
title('Final Filtered Image')
% Image Satisfied
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Are you satisfied with image';
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choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
switch choice
case 'Yes'
answ_1 = 1;
case 'No'
answ_1 = 0;
case 'Cancel'
return
end
if answ_1>0 % END LOOP IF SATISFIED WITH IMAGE YES=1
break
else
end
end
toc
Final_Img=Mod_Image;
figure, imshow(Mod_Image)
%% 2. GRAIN BOUNDARY DETECTION
%2.1 EDGE DETECTION- CANNY FUNCTION
inputs={'.01', '.05'}; % Input Threshold Values
answ_1=0;
for i=1:50
for ii=1:1
prompt={'Thresh Low','Thresh High'};
name = 'Parameters';
numlines=[1 50];
inputs = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,inputs,options);
end
% Output Dialog - answers
Data_inputs= str2num(char(inputs));
thresh_out=[Data_inputs(1,:) Data_inputs(2,:)];
X_Clean=10; % remove small pixels
figure, imshow(Final_Img),title('Grain Boundaries')
Noise_Edge=edge(Final_Img,'Canny', thresh_out);
Noise_Edge = bwareaopen(Noise_Edge,X_Clean);
figure, imshow(~Noise_Edge),title('Grain Boundaries Modified ')
% Image Satisfied
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Are you satisfied with image';
choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
switch choice
case 'Yes'
answ_1 = 1;
case 'No'
answ_1 = 0;
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case 'Cancel'
return
end
if answ_1>0 % END LOOP IF SATISFIED WITH IMAGE YES=1
break
else
end
end
Grain_Bound=Noise_Edge;
b=zeros(size(Mod_Image),'uint8');
for i=1:size(b,1) %rows
for j=1:size(b,2)
if Grain_Bound(i,j)==0
b(i,j)=255;
elseif Grain_Bound(i,j)==1
b(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
% 2.2 MANUAL HIGHLIGHTED
%
2.2.1 PREPARE IMAGE
% Insert deleted Scale Bar onto the new modified image.
% Measure Data Bar Height
Out_Img=b; % outline no barscale
Out_Img_Bar=Resize_Img; % Color w/ barscale
Clean_Img_Bar=Out_Img_Bar;
Bright_Img_Bar=Out_Img_Bar;
low_in=0.10; %BRINGS OUT THE DARKS
high_in=.8; %MAKES WHITES BRIGHTER LOWER
low_out=.3;
high_out=.90;
x=size(Out_Img);
Out_Img_Bar(1:x(1,1),1:x(1,2))=Out_Img(1:end,1:end); %adding outline
image on top
Clean_Img_Bar(1:x(1,1),1:x(1,2))=Final_Img(1:end,1:end);
Bright_BW = imadjust(Final_Img,[low_in; high_in],[low_out; high_out]);
Bright_Img_Bar(1:x(1,1),1:x(1,2))=Bright_BW(1:end,1:end);
figure, imshow(Bright_Img_Bar)
% Pad image with border
Out_Img_Bar= padarray(Out_Img_Bar,[1 1]);
Clean_Img_Bar=padarray(Clean_Img_Bar,[1 1]);
Bright_Img_Bar=padarray(Bright_Img_Bar,[1 1]);
%2.2.2 EXPORT IMAGE
imwrite(Clean_Img_Bar,'F:\250C_2hr_800x_Normal2.tif');%}
imwrite(Bright_Img_Bar,'F:\250C_2hr_800x_Bright2.tif');%}

A.2 MATLAB Code for analyzing manually highlighted grain boundaries.
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close all
clear all
format shortG
clc
%% 2. IMPORT IMAGE WITH MANUALLY HIGHLIGHTED GRAIN BOUNDARIES
Img_Scan=imread('F:\09081806.JPG'); % UPDATE PATH TO IMAGE
figure,imshow(Img_Scan),title('Scanned Image')
%% 3. PREPARE IMAGE FOR ANALYSIS
%
%
%
%
%
%

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.5

ACQUIRE SCALE BAR VALUE AND CALCULATE MICRONS TO PIXELS’ RATIO
REMOVE DATA BAR FROM IMAGE BY CROPPING IMAGE
BINARIZE IMAGE & REMOVE BACKGROUND NOISE
FILL GAP FOR BROKEN LINES
THIN OUT GRAIN BOUNDARIES TO A SINGLE CONNECTED PIXEL
CROP IMAGE FOR A SECOND TIME TO REMOVE OUTER OUTLINE.

%% 3.1 ACQUIRE SCALE BAR VALUE AND CALCULATE MICRONS TO PIXELS’ RATIO
% PROMPT WINDOW APPEARS ASKING FOR SCALE BAR VALUE.
prompt={'Input Scale Bar distance (\mum) as shown on data bar.'}; %
name = 'Scale Bar Distance';
numlines=1;
defaultanswer = {'0'};
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.WindowStyle='normal';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultanswer,options);
Micron= str2num(char(answer)); % BAR SCALE VALUE IN MICRONS
% TO CALCULATE THE SCALE BAR DISTANCE, MANUALLY POSITIONING THE
CURSOR...
% WITH THE MOUSE OVER THE SCALE BAR ENDPOINTS. ENTER DATA POINTS BY ...
% PRESSING A MOUSE BUTTON.
uiwait(msgbox('Proceed to calculate Scale Bar distance by selecting the
scale bar endpoints with cursor.','ATTENTION','warn'));
imshow(Img_Scan),title('Scale Bar Distance');
h=ginput(2);
BarScaleWidth=pdist(h); % SCALE BAR DISTANCE (PIXELS)
PixelsToMicrons=Micron/BarScaleWidth; % SCALE RATIO (MICRONS:PIXELS)
close all
%% 3.2 REMOVE DATA BAR BY CROPPING IMAGE
%{
WHEN THE CURSOR IS MOVED OVER THE IMAGE, IT CHANGES TO A CROSS-HAIRS.
THE
CROP IMAGE TOOL BLOCKS THE MATLAB COMMAND LINE UNTIL YOU COMPLETE THE
OPERATION. USING THE MOUSE, DRAW A RECTANGLE OVER THE PORTION OF THE
IMAGE
THAT YOU WANT TO CROP. PERFORM THE CROP OPERATION BY DOUBLE-CLICKING IN
THE
CROP RECTANGLE OR SELECTING CROP IMAGE ON THE CONTEXT MENU.
%}
figure,imshow(Img_Scan),title('Image ready for cropping')
uiwait(msgbox('Crop image to remove Data Bar.','ATTENTION','warn'));
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Img_Mod_G=imcrop();
Img_Mod=Img_Mod_G;
% close all
% line -> 0 & background -> 1
%% 3.3 BINARIZE IMAGE & REMOVE BACKGROUND NOISE
Img_Binary=rgb2gray(Img_Mod);
Tlevel=.35 % Update Threshold Level
Img_Mod= imbinarize(Img_Binary, Tlevel);
figure, imshow(Img_Mod)
%REMOVE CONNECTED OBJECTS CONTAINING FEWER THAN "X" PIXELS USING
bwareaopen
%OPERATION - 1ST PASS
figure,imshow(Img_Mod)
X=2000; % NUMBER OF PIXELS IN OBJECT
Img_Mod_1 = ~bwareaopen(~Img_Mod,X,4);
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_1)
title({'REMOVAL OF SMALL OBJECTS CONTAINING FEWER THAN "X" PIXELS'})
% REMOVE SMALL PIXELS BRANCHING OUT OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES
IM=~Img_Mod_1; % line -> 1 & background -> 0
for n=1:20 %REPEAT CYCLE FOR "N" TIMES
for i=2:size(IM,1)-1
for j=2:size(IM,2)-1
% OBJECT DIAGONALLY CONNECTED TO <= 1 NEIGHBOR WILL BE
REMOVED.
if IM(i+1,j+1)+IM(i-1,j-1)+IM(i-1,j+1)+IM(i+1,j-1)<=1
IM(i,j)=0;
% OBJECT HORIZONTALLY & VERTICALLY CONNECTED TO <= 2
NEIGHBORS ... WILL BE
% REMOVED.
elseif IM(i+1,j+1)+IM(i-1,j-1)+IM(i-1,j+1)+IM(i+1,j-1)<=2
if IM(i+1,j)+IM(i-1,j)+IM(i,j+1)+IM(i,j-1)<=0
IM(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
end
end
Img_Mod_2=~IM; % line -> 0 & background ->1
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_2)
title({'REMOVAL OF SMALL BRANCHING OUT PIXELS'})
% REMOVE CONNECTED OBJECTS CONTAINING FEWER THAN "X" PIXELS - 2ND PASS
Img_Mod_3 =~bwareaopen(~Img_Mod_2,X);
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_3)
title({'REMOVAL OF SMALL OBJECTS CONTAINING FEWER THAN "X" PIXELS - 2ND
PASS'})
%% 3.4 FILL GAP FOR BROKEN LINES
% CONNECT SMALL GAPS BETWEEN BROKEN GRAIN BOUNDARIES
IM=~Img_Mod_3;% line -> 1 & background -> 0
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for n=1:1 %REPEAT CYCLE FOR "N" TIMES
for i=2:size(IM,1)-1
for j=2:size(IM,2)-1
% A VOID SPACE DIAGONALLY CONNECTED TO 2 NEIGHBOR WILL BE
FILLED IN.
if IM(i-1,j+1)+IM(i+1,j-1)==2
IM(i,j)=1;
elseif IM(i-1,j-1)+IM(i+1,j+1)==2
IM(i,j)=1;
end
end
end
end
Img_Mod_4=~IM;% line -> 0 & background ->1
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_4)
title('CONNECT GAPS IN GRAIN BOUNDARIES')
%FILLS IN SMALL EMPTY SPACES IN GRAIN BOUNDARIES LESS THAN "X" PIXELS
X=25; % NUMBER OF PIXELS IN OBJECT
Img_Mod_5 = ~bwareaopen(~Img_Mod_4,X,4); % line -> 0 & background ->1
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_5)
title({'IMAGE WITH FILLED-IN SMALL EMPTY SPACES BETWEEN GRAIN
BOUNDARIES'})
%% 3.5 THIN OUT GRAIN BOUNDARIES TO A SINGLE CONNECTED PIXEL
% USING MATLAB'S MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION "BWMORPH" AND "THIN"
OPERATION,...
% OBJECTS IN A BINARY IMAGE CAN SHRINK TO A MINIMALLY CONNECTED STROKE.
Img_Mod_6 = ~bwmorph(~Img_Mod_5,'thin',Inf);
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_6),title('IMAGE WITH THIN OUT GRAIN BOUNDARIES')
% REMOVE SMALL PIXELS BRANCHING OUT OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES
IM=~Img_Mod_6; % line -> 1 & background -> 0
for n=1:5 %REPEAT CYCLE FOR "N" TIMES
for i=2:size(IM,1)-1
for j=2:size(IM,2)-1
% OBJECT CONNECTED TO <= 1 NEIGHBOR WILL BE REMOVED.
if IM(i+1,j+1)+IM(i-1,j-1)+IM(i-1,j+1)+IM(i+1,j-1)+
IM(i+1,j)+IM(i-1,j)+IM(i,j+1)+IM(i,j-1)<=1
IM(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
end
Img_Mod_7=~IM; % line -> 0 & background ->1
figure,imshow(Img_Mod_7)
title('Background Noise Removal Image 2')
%% 3.6 CROP IMAGE FOR A SECOND TIME TO REMOVE OUTER OUTLINE.
uiwait(msgbox('Crop image to remove outer outline','ATTENTION','warn'))
Img_Mod_8=imcrop();
close all
%% 4. IDENTIFY AND ASSIGNED A UNIQUE ID TO EACH GRAIN
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%
%
%
%
%

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

ASSIGN EACH GRAIN & GRAIN BOUNDARY WITH AN UNIQUE ID
ASSIGN GRAIN BOUNDARIES TO DESIGNATED GRAIN
IDENTIFY GRAINS ADJACENT TO THE IMAGE BORDER/EDGE
MANUALLY IDENTIFY POTENTIAL RECRYSTALLIZED GRAINS ADJACENT TO ...
IMAGE'S BORDER.

%% 4.1 ASSIGN EACH GRAIN & GRAIN BOUNDARY WITH AN UNIQUE ID
% ALL GRAIN BOUNDARIES TAKE A VALUE OF "0"
Img_Label=bwlabel(Img_Mod_8,4);
figure,imagesc(Img_Label),title('Labeled Image w/ grain boundaries')
axis image;
colormap colorcube
%% 4.2 ASSIGN GRAIN BOUNDARIES TO DESIGNATED GRAIN
% ALL GRAIN BOUNDARIES LABELED AS "0" ARE REASSIGNED TO A GRAIN. A
"GRAIN
% BOUNDARY" PIXEL LABELED AS "0" WILL TAKE THE VALUE OF THE ADJACENT
% "GRAIN" PIXEL THAT ITS LOCATED TO THE LEFT OF THE "GRAIN BOUNDARY
PIXEL"
% EXAMPLE
4440555 ----> 4444555
Final_Img_Labeled=Img_Label;
for i=2:size(Final_Img_Labeled,1)-1
for j=2:size(Final_Img_Labeled,2)-1
if j==2
if Final_Img_Labeled(i,j)==0
Final_Img_Labeled(i,j)=Final_Img_Labeled(i-1,j);
end
elseif j>2
if Final_Img_Labeled(i,j)==0
Final_Img_Labeled(i,j)=Final_Img_Labeled(i,j-1);
end
end
end
end
figure,imagesc(Final_Img_Labeled)%,title('Labeled Image w/out grain
boundaries')
% axis image;
colormap colorcube
Grain_Name=unique(Final_Img_Labeled); % Grain Name/number
%% 4.3 IDENTIFY GRAINS ADJACENT TO IMAGE BORDER/EDGE
%Find all unique numbers for all four sides in image
T=unique(Final_Img_Labeled(1,:));
B=unique(Final_Img_Labeled(end,:));
L=unique(Final_Img_Labeled(:,1))';
R=unique(Final_Img_Labeled(:,end))';
Grain_Edge=unique([R L T B])'; % Grain Number adjacent to image border
Grain_At_Edge=ismember(Grain_Name,Grain_Edge); % Edge Grain Y/N
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%% 4.4 MANUALLY IDENTIFY POTENTIAL RECRYSTALLIZED GRAINS ADJACENT
TO ...
%
IMAGE'S BORDER.
% DISPLAY ORIGINAL IMAGE NEXT TO POTENTIAL HIGHLIGHTED GRAIN IMAGE
figure (10),imshow(Img_Mod_G)
pause(0.00001);
frame_h = get(handle(gcf),'JavaFrame');
set(frame_h,'Maximized',1);
subplot(1,2,1),subimage(Img_Mod_G)
axis tight
axis off
Grain_Potentially_Rx=ones(size(Grain_At_Edge));
for i=1:size(Grain_Name,1)
if Grain_At_Edge(i,1)==0 % ASSIGN "NAN" TO GRAINS NOT ADJACENT TO
EDGE
Grain_Potentially_Rx(i,1)=NaN;
else
SingleGrain = ismember(Final_Img_Labeled, Grain_Name(i,1));%
HIGHLIGHTS EDGE GRAIN
figure(10)
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(SingleGrain)
options.Interpreter = 'tex';
options.Default = 'Yes';
qstring = 'Does highlighted grain looks like a potential Recrystallized grain?';
choice = questdlg(qstring,'Boundary Condition',...
'Yes','No','Cancel',options);
% PROMPT WINDOW APPEARS REQUESTING IF THE HIGHLIGHTED GRAIN
LOOKS LIKE A
% POTENTIAL RE-CRYSTALLIZED GRAIN? YES=1 AND NO=0
switch choice
case 'Yes'
Grain_Potentially_Rx(i,1)=1;
case 'No'
Grain_Potentially_Rx(i,1)=0;
case 'Cancel'
return
end
end
end
close(gcf)
%% 5. IMAGE ANALYSIS
% 5.1 GRAIN DATA- ASPECT RATIO, AREA & DIAMETER
% 5.2 RE-CRYSTALLIZED CONDITION PARAMETERS
% 5.3 EXPORT GRAIN DATA TO EXCEL
%% 5.1 GRAIN DATA - ASPECT RATIO, AREA & DIAMETER
% HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL WIDTH
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GrainHorizontalWidth=zeros(size(Grain_Name));
GrainVerticalWidth=zeros(size(Grain_Name));
for n=1:size(Grain_Name,1)
[row,x1]= find(Final_Img_Labeled==Grain_Name(n),1,'first');%FIRST
HORIZONTAL ELEMENT
[row,x2]=find(Final_Img_Labeled==Grain_Name(n),1,'last'); %LAST
HORIZONTAL ELEMENT
[row,y1]= find(Final_Img_Labeled'==Grain_Name(n),1,'first');%FIRST
VERTICAL ELEMENT
[row,y2]=find(Final_Img_Labeled'==Grain_Name(n),1,'last'); %LAST
VERTICAL ELEMENT
% HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL WIDTH IN MICROMETERS
GrainHorizontalWidth(n)=(abs(max(x2)-min(x1))+1);
GrainVerticalWidth(n)=(abs(max(y2)-min(y1))+1);
end
% ASPECT RATIO, AREA & DIAMETER OF EACH GRAIN (MICROMETERS)
AspectRatio=(GrainHorizontalWidth./ GrainVerticalWidth);
GrainArea=histc(Final_Img_Labeled(:),Grain_Name).*(PixelsToMicrons.^2);
GrainDiameter=2*sqrt(GrainArea/pi());
%AVERAGE DIAMETER & AVERAGE ASPECT RATIO (MICROMETERS)
TotalGrains=size(Grain_Name);
Avg_Diameter=sum(GrainDiameter)/TotalGrains(1);
Avg_Aspect_Ratio=sum(AspectRatio)/TotalGrains(1);
% APEND GRAIN DATA TO "GRAIN_ID" MATRIX
Grain_ID(:,1)=Grain_Name;
Grain_ID(:,2)=GrainHorizontalWidth;
Grain_ID(:,3)=GrainVerticalWidth;
Grain_ID(:,4)=AspectRatio;
Grain_ID(:,5)=GrainArea;
Grain_ID(:,6)=GrainDiameter;
Grain_ID(:,7)=Grain_At_Edge; %Grain @ Edge Y/N
Grain_ID(:,8)=Grain_Potentially_Rx; %Grain @ Edge appears RX Y/N
Grain_ID(:,9)=zeros(size(Grain_Name)); % Grain is Re-crystallize Y/N
%% 5.2 RE-CRYSTALLIZED CONDITION PARAMETERS
Min_Grain_Diameter=10; % [Micrometers]
Min_Aspect_Ratio=0.5;
Max_Aspect_Ratio=2;
GrainWidth=zeros(size(Grain_Name,1),1);
for i=1:size(Grain_Name,1);
% Grain at Edge
% Is the grain an "Edge Grain" and is it a "Potential RX Grain"
if Grain_ID(i,7)==1 && Grain_ID(i,8)==1
% Get maximum width value between horizontal and vertical width
GrainWidth(i)=max([Grain_ID(i,2) Grain_ID(i,3)]); % D=[H V]
% Is the max grain width larger than the Minimum grain
diameter?
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if (GrainWidth(i)*PixelsToMicrons)>=Min_Grain_Diameter
aspect ratio
Grain_ID(i,9)=1; % Yes, its a recrystallized grain

% and

elseif GrainWidth(i)<Min_Grain_Diameter
Grain_ID(i,9)=0; % No, its not a recrystallized grain
end
% Inner Grains
% Is the grain an "Inner Grain" & diameter > than Minimum
diameter?
elseif Grain_ID(i,7)==0 && Grain_ID(i,6)>=Min_Grain_Diameter
% Is the aspect ration within the max and min aspect ratio
limit
if Grain_ID(i,4)<=Max_Aspect_Ratio &&
Grain_ID(i,4)>=Min_Aspect_Ratio
Grain_ID(i,9)=1;
% Is the aspect ration out of the max and min aspect ratio
limit
elseif Grain_ID(i,4)>=Max_Aspect_Ratio &&
Grain_ID(i,4)<=Min_Aspect_Ratio % Aspect Ratio out of Limits 1:2
Grain_ID(i,9)=0; % No, its not a recrystallized grain
end
% Is the grain an "Inner Grain" & diameter < than Minimum
diameter?
elseif Grain_ID(i,7)==0 && Grain_ID(i,6)<Min_Grain_Diameter
Grain_ID(i,9)=0; % No, its not a recrystallized grain
end
end
% CALCULATE PERCENT RECRYSTALLIZED
Area_Rx=0;
Area_no_Rx=0;
for i=1:size(Grain_ID,1);
if Grain_ID(i,9)==1 %Recrystallized Grains
Area_Rx=Area_Rx+Grain_ID(i,5);
elseif
Grain_ID(i,9)==0 %Not Recrystallized Grains
Area_no_Rx=Area_no_Rx+Grain_ID(i,5);
end
end
Total_Area=Area_no_Rx+Area_Rx
Rx_percent=(Area_Rx/Total_Area)*100
Total_Area1=size(Final_Img_Labeled,1)*size(Final_Img_Labeled,2).*(Pixel
sToMicrons.^2) % compare they match
%% 5.3 EXPORT GRAIN DATA TO EXCEL
header={'Grain name','Horizontal Width','Vertical Width',...
'Aspect Ratio','Grain Area','Diameter','Grain at Edge Yes=1?',...
'Edge Grain Looks Rx? Y=1','Grain Re-Crystallized?',...
'Percent Recrystallized'};
sheet=1;
xlRange='A1';
xlRange2='A2';
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xlRange3='J2';
xlswrite('F:\Grain_ID.xls',header,sheet,xlRange);
xlswrite('F:\Grain_ID.xls',Grain_ID,sheet,xlRange2);
xlswrite('F:\Grain_ID.xls',Rx_percent,sheet,xlRange3);
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